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NOTICE OF THE 103rd ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF
THE KANARA SARASWAT ASSOCIATION (REGD)
Notice is hereby given that the 103rd Annual General Meeting of the Kanara Saraswat
Association will be held on Sunday 27th September 2015 at 10.00 a.m. in Shrimat
Parijnanashram Sabhagriha (Mezzanine Floor), Association Building,Talmakiwadi, Javji
Dadaji Marg, Mumbai – 400 007 to transact the following business:
1. Reading of the notice convening the meeting.
2. Confirmation of the minutes of the 102 nd Annual General Meeting held
on 31st August 2014 (The Minutes of Meeting published in December 2014 issue
of KS Magazine). The Members are requested to carry KS Magazine issue of
December 2014
3. Adoption of the Committee’s Report and Audited Statement of Accounts for the
year ended 31st March 2015
4. Election of President and Vice President for the years 2015-2017
5. Declaration of the results of the elected 3 members on the Managing Committee.
6. Election of Honorary Auditors for the F.Y. 2015-2016
7. Election of Statutory Auditors for the F.Y. 2015-2016
8. To apprize members about status of Redevelopment of Nashik Holiday Home.
9. To ratify decision of Managing Committee of KSA, to discontinue ‘KSA- Anand
Chhaya’ Project based on legal advice and handover to an Associate of Persons
(AOP) formed by buyers of Units in Anand Chhaya.
10. To ratify action of Managing Committee of KSA and to seek approval from Members
IRUWKHXVHRIWKHSUH¿[³.6$´LQWKHQDPHRIWKH$23IRUPHGIRUWKe purpose of
undertaking Anand Chhaya Project.
11. Any other business that may be brought before the Managing Committee with the
consent of at least two-third of the members present as laid down in Rule No 36.
(6XEMHFWWRWKHSURYLVLRQVRI5XOH E QREXVLQHVVRWKHUWKDQVSHFL¿HGLQWKH1RWLFH
FRQYHQLQJWKHPHHWLQJVKDOOEHWUDQVDFWHGDWDQ\*HQHUDO0HHWLQJH[FHSWZLWKWKH
FRQVHQWRIDWOHDVWWZRWKLUGVRIWKHPHPEHUVSUHVHQW
1RWH0HPEHUVGHVLULQJWREULQJIRUZDUGDQ\TXHVWLRQVDUHUHTXHVWHGWRJLYHQRWLFH
RIWKHVDPHLQZULWLQJWRWKH+RQ6HFUHWDU\DWOHDVWGD\VEHIRUHWKH0HHWLQJ7KH
$QQXDO5HSRUWDQGWKH6WDWHPHQWRI$FFRXQWVIRUWKH\HDUHQGHGVW0DUFKZLOO
QRWEHSXEOLVKHGLQWKH³.DQDUD6DUDVZDW´LQYLHZRIWKHREMHFWLRQUDLVHGE\WKH3RVWDO
$XWKRULWLHV7KHUHSRUWZLOOEHXSORDGHGRQRXU:HEVLWHwww.kanarasaraswat.in
IRUWKHEHQH¿WRI0HPEHUV
By order of the Managing Committee
Shri Shivshankar Murdeshwar
Hon. Secretary

As our AGM falls on Anant Chaturdashi Day (27.09.2015), Shri Savkur Mohan Rao
(Kuttimam) has invited our Members who are attending AGM for light refreshment in
the morning upto 11 a.m. and Prasad Bhojan after 2 p.m.
August 2015
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From the
President’s Desk ....
“Be the kind of person you wish to meet”
A wise counsel, I would say. Impressions are long lasting, and 9 times out of 10, are
responsible for the way things turn out from thereon. As it is very rightly said ‘dress how
you want to be addressed’. Appearances do make an impression, but it is also worthwhile
to remember Buddha who has said ‘the greatest wisdom is seeing through appearances’. So,
while you are working on your dressing style, don’t ever forget the importance of grooming
and behavior. How you make people feel after they meet you, is more important than what
you say. Their experience with you becomes your business card’.
Life is not what is portrayed in movies. For e.g. in some of the old western films, the cowboy
leaps onto an untamed wild horse, hangs on while the horse kicks and bucks, and eventually
the animal calms down and thereafter suddenly becomes a pleasant riding horse. But does it
really work that way though? I think not. In real life, it takes a long time to earn the trust of
a horse, or anyone for that matter. You have to prove yourself. You have to earn the respect
you hope for. It is possible to make a good initial impression on someone, but earning their
full trust and respect instantly is a different ball game altogether.
In your efforts to impress someone, however, don’t get too caught up in the small stuff
and wind up getting behind on the most important elements. If you move too fast, it will be
difficult to focus on the details. While being attentive is a good thing, don’t ever go overboard.
If you can manage to pace yourself and stay alert, you will do just fine. Remember not to
spend so much time in trying to keep your head above water, that you forget how to swim.
There are certain people who have impressive voices and who could read the dictionary
and make it sound hypnotic. Then there are people who could read poems of Gulzar or Javed
Akhtar and make them sound like newsroom discussion. When you have something to say,
it isn’t all in the delivery. And it isn’t just in the words either. It is a combination of the two
that will truly help you to get a message across that you need to deliver and create the right
impression.
After all of above, there is just one more thing… the right fit. Let’s take a scenario : you
enter a shoe shop with the intention of buying a pair of shoes that you fell in love with the
moment you saw it showcased, but your size was not available and the next smallest size
was all they had. I am sure you would not try and squeeze your feet into that small pair and
buy it anyway. No matter your love for the shoes, it would not be worth the discomfort. My
suggestion – wait for the right fit.
Suresh S. Hemmady
August 2015
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Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor, It is very interesting and thought
provoking to go through the article of Hemmady
Sureshmam under: ‘From the president’s desk’. While
going through it, in the July-15, issue, I felt that the
heart which he refers to in the article, cannot be a
beating muscular one but an emotional one linked
to the divine and the answer from it, sometimes
called as telepathy, is spiritually known as paraavaani
emerging from oneself.
Chaitanya Ubhaykar, Goa.
Dear Editor, I read with curiosity and interest
the article in Marathi by Smt Suman Shirali on her
experiments (experience) with ten maids, in the May
2015 issue of KSA. This is a significant turnover of
home maids to conclude that while there are no ideal
maids, there can be an ideal mistress! I am glad that
at least Smt Suman’s grand-child had a good time
with one maid. I am sure that Smt Suman will envy
USA where there is no maid problem!!!
S.B. Kumta, Pune
Dear Editor, This refers to ‘Guchhi Cricket in
Sonawala Building’ by Suman Shirali in KS magazine.
Being one of the oldest Residents of that building, it
revived my sweet memories of those good old days
we, as kids spent on that Guchhi. Besides cricket
and other games, we had many other activities like
kite flying, rolling/drying papads during summer,
Garba/Dandiya during Navratri, bursting crackers
during Diwali etc. Sometimes, we organized cultural
programmes including orchestra, and cinema.
Watching Cinema lying lazily on the floor under
the open night sky was a unique experience. During
summer, the Guchhi used to be full of residents with
beds in the night to enjoy hill station like climate.
Then, A.C. was non existent, and fans were a luxury.
Even today, we senior citizens are connected with
the Guchhi through morning walk and have formed a
Walkers’ club. Thank you Sumantai for your ‘Guchhi
Cricket’.
Vishnu Naik
Dear Editor, E- transactions and maintaining
records in electronic form is increasing. Many, and
particularly the tech savvy younger generation,
manage many of their transactions & record keeping
- payment of utility bills, investing / redemptions,
payment of taxes, maintaining personal records
August 2015

of investments, ordering goods / services on the
net - using their computer or mobile apps. This
is convenient since it saves a lot of time, makes
record keeping easy, enables getting payment
alerts, facilitates analysis of personal expenses,
computing return on investments, tracking receipt of
interest / dividends, collating data for tax returns etc.
However, the following is the flip side that all
should be aware of and take appropriate precautions:
1. Risk of frauds has increased and requires care
in designing pass words / changing them frequently /
not sharing them and in case of usage of credit cards
/ debit cards, ensuring that card swiping is done in
your presence to avoid the risk of the card data being
copied for fraudulent use.
2. Need to take back ups of data. If the laptop
computer is left behind in an auto rickshaw or falls
down and is severely damaged whereby the data
cannot be retrieved or there is a theft in the house
and your desk top computer is stolen, in the absence
of a proper back up, recreating data and particularly
data such as income tax return workings which are
stored for several years, is next to impossible.
3. What happens in a “ drop dead “ or “near drop
dead situation”. What if God forbid, the person who
has access to the passwords / knows in which folders
various e files are stored, is in a coma or worse,
passes away suddenly. How will the spouse be able
to access various e files, answer any income tax
queries, access personal investment details, make
e payments etc.
These are examples of risk management at the
personal level. Act fast, if required.
Gokul Manjeshwar, Santacruz, Mumbai.
Dear Editor, I am 75+ and I sit with a group of
friends of the age-group 65 to 85+, every evening, at
the Ganapati Temple known as the Udyan-Mandir at
Shivaji Park between 6 & 7-30 pm. As usual a variety
of subjects are discussed like politics, philosophy,
human behaviour and what have you.
Only recently, the subject of Death emerged,
naturally, and as is usual, “the fear of Death”
and “what befalls us after death...”, Hell/Heaven
etc., arose. The topic of intense discussion was
Moksha...or Freedom From Rebirth...
As all of them knew that I am a practising
Astrologer I was asked quite sarcastically though,
whether... “can your astrology predict this at all ...”
And, I dare say that this is a question arising in
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With Best Compliments
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the minds of people of my age...but not expressed
openly...by most.
I’ve studied different Systems of Astrology,
Traditional Astrology like the one propounded
by the late Mr. B.V. Raman, since ’56, and the
Tajik System as well as K.P. System of Astrology
propounded by the late K.S. Krishnamurthi etc.
I found that only the K.P. System can offer a decisive
and simple and straight forward answer to this
question. Of course verification is presently in the
realm of the impossible...or extremely difficult and
fairly improbable indeed...
However I am giving below the simple
method... propounded by the late Jyotish Marthand
K.S. Krishnamurthi.
1. Cast the Birth Chart strictly as per K.P.
Principles...
2. Analyse the sublord of the VIIIth Cusp (VIIIth is
the house of Death.)
3. If the sub-lord of the VIIIth cusp is a strong
significator of the XIIth House ...
4. A native of such a Chart will surely be free from
rebirth... !(as per Krishnamurthi Padhdhati).
Comments/critique from readers Traditional
System followers are invited and will be accepted
without reservations ...
Yogesh Lajmi
Dear Editor,
“Ghongo ailo, Ghongo,
Ho samsaar nakka bhongo.
Dolyan dista, Hatta melna,
Kon munu makka sango!”
These were the opening lines of a song on God in
‘amchi’ which we, as young school boys, used to love
to hear from Sri Gulvadi Sanjivmam after the ‘arti’
and ‘ashthavidhans’ at Shri Panduranga Temple in
Kasaragod, a Taluk headquarters in South Kanara
District, in the pre-independence days, with no less
than about fifty Chitrapur Saraswat families. Sadly,
like Kasaragod, many other towns and most of our
villages in the Kanaras of those days have witnessed
erosion of ‘amchi’ population over the years.
Though lacking in a “Lipi” of its own, our language
is rich in literary gems like these. It abounds with
‘aadgati’ (‘mhanne’) or sayings, ‘hummane’ riddles
or conundrums, spoonerisms etc., which are slowly
being lost with passage of time and lack of daily usage
since due to various reasons even the dialect is being
August 2015

used less and less by our people who prefer to speak
either the local language or English at home
Unless some youngsters take up the work of
retrieving these precious heirlooms from our older
generations and putting them in an e-library the
heritage will be lost for ever. Will some of our young
minds take up the work soon?
Manohar Bagade,
manoharbagade78@gmail.com

Dear Shri Bagade, You have brought up a very
relevant point. A couple of months ago the KSA
published a book titled “Konkani Proverbs and
Idioms” originally written by Shri Rao Bahadur
Shripad Subrao Talmaki. It has been republished
now with English translation. We also publish
Konkani sayings, riddles etc in the KS with
regular frequency. We hope that this book can
provide a start for our youngsters to take up the
work as you have mentioned………Editor

FOUR GENERATIONS

Sitting (center) Panjamma
(Great Grandmother) Shalini Shivshankar
Bolangdy, Standing (left) Pappamma Geeta
Krishnanand Bangalorekar,
Sitting (right) Amma Pooja Bangalorekar and
Pappa Akshay Bangalorekar
with Atharv Baabu on Panjamma’s Lap.
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SHREE KAILAJE UMAMAHESHWAR TEMPLE
Nittegram, Karkala – 574104 ( Udipi District) Mobile- 09945498611

Renovation and Stabilization Committee

A P P E A L TO
ARUR, AROOR, ARURKAR, AIDOOR, BAJEKAL, KAILAJE, KARKAL, NALKUR, PANDIT families, and their
descendants, donors and devotees.
Kailaje, a tiny village situated about 3 kms from Karkala town, is the abode of Lord Umamaheshwar. The temple
is more than 400 years old and is one of the oldest temples of our community.
In the year 2004-2005, a devoted group of family members and their descendants came forward to form a
‘Renovation and Stabilization committee’ in Mumbai under the leadership of late Shri Nalkur SripadRao as its president.
Since then the committee has carried out commendable work to give a new look to the templeand executed numerous
developmental projects in the temple premises. `Brahmakalasha’ and ‘Naga Punarpratishtha’ rituals were successfully
SHUIRUPHGLQWKH\HDUIRUWKHZHOOEHLQJRIWKHIDPLOLHV7KHUHZDVRYHUZKHOPLQJVXSSRUW ¿QDQFLDODQGPRUDO 
for the activities. We hope to receive the same in the future for sustainable development and smooth functioning
of the temple. The committee has also made a humble beginning to raise a fund under ‘Permanent Seva Capital’ to
perform sevas in the name of those members once a year.
The committee requests all members/ Donors/Devotees to please provide their latest residential address/ telephone/
mobile number, email ID to enable update of the reference Database, which will help us to provide information on
service relating to the Temple.
Members and their descendants, donors/ devotees are invited to visit the Sacred Shrine, offer prayers, perform
sevas and be blessed by our ever protecting, Lord Umamaheshwar.
)RUIXUWKHUGHWDLOVSOHDVHFRQWDFWWKHIROORZLQJRI¿FHEHDUHURIWKHFRPPLWWHH
Thanking you,
Shri PrabhakarArur (Secretary)
Bldg 3/403, Garden Enclave CHS, Pokhran Rd 2, Vasant Vihar, Thane (west)- 400610
Mobile- 9870364556; Tel-022- 21714528
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Shekhar Hattangadi’s Santhara wins
Bangalore Short Film Festival Award
Santhara — a 25-min documentary film on a
controversial Jain ritual written, directed and edited
by Shekhar Hattangadi — has won the Best Script/
Screenplay Award at the Bangalore Short Film
Festival-2015, which this year attracted 300-plus
entries from India and abroad.
The fact that this is the Mumbai-based journalistfilmmaker’s maiden foray into independent
documentary films makes his achievement all the
more remarkable. He earlier collaborated as Chief
Associate Director with Kundan Shah (of Jaane Bhi

$VWLOOIURPWKHIHDWXUH¿OPTEEN BEHENEIN.

Do Yaaro fame) to make the critically acclaimed Hindi
feature film Teen Behenein, a fictional recreation of
the tragic real-life incident of three sisters in Kanpur
who committed suicide in 1988 because their parents
couldn’t afford their dowry. Taking the plunge
into documentaries, Shekhar admits, wasn’t easy.
“Santhara is entirely self-financed, plus several of my
friends and colleagues looked askance at me for taking
on such a complex and sensitive topic for a debut
film,” he recalls. “However, I persisted because I found
the law-religion conflict to be a fascinating arena for
debate and discussion that’s not been probed before
in the documentary form — at least not in India.”
The effort was amply appreciated. In its award
citation, the festival jury noted that it was particularly
impressed by the depth of research that went into the
script, and by the clarity of thought and expression
of the screenplay which makes a complex issue
August 2015

accessible and comprehensible to the average viewer.
Santhara subliminally raises a broad, universal
question — what
happens when
a traditional
religious practice
or ritual is
seen to violate
contemporary
law — while
exploring the
spiritual, ethical,
sociological and Shekhar Hattangadi receiving the
m e d i c o - l e g a l BSFF Award for SANTHARA from
KCN Chandrashekar, a doyen of the
aspects of the
.DQQDGD¿OPLQGXVWU\
hotly debated
Jain practice in which a person gives up food and
drink after taking a vow of abstinence, resulting in
death by starvation. The film also captures the last
poignant moments in the life of a Jain sadhvi who
adopted this practice.
Based primarily on interviews with the litigants
and their representatives in a Public Interest
Litigation calling for a ban on Santhara on the
grounds that an attempt to commit suicide is a

$VWLOOIURPSANTHARAFDSWXUHVWKHODVWPRPHQWVRID
-DLQVDGKYLZKRXQGHUWRRNWKHIDVWXQWRGHDWK

punishable offence under Indian law, the film looks
at how religious practice and legal norms intersect
in the ongoing debate over the centuries-old ritual.
“Santhara for me is a classic example of the challenge
that all faith-based societies grapple with as they
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adopt secular norms of governance,” Shekhar says, trading.
A Mumbai University first-ranker and gold
summarizing his film’s theme. “And that is, how to
reconcile individual and minority religious rights on medalist in law, a Harvard Fellow in Public Policy
the one hand, and on the other to justify the need with a dual-masters degree in International Politics
for state intervention in matters involving religion.” and Journalism as well as an alumnus of Pune’s
In India, the incompatibility between law and Film and Television Institute of India, Shekhar
attributes his success as an articulate
religious orthodoxy, Shekhar points
communicator of complex issues to
out, has manifested in several forms:
his long years as a working journalist
restricted entry into temples and
and later as a columnist, apart from his
durgahs and their sanctum sanctorums
academic training in law, public policy
(raising issues of equal treatment and
and cinema. “I subscribe to the view
gender discrimination), induction of
that at its most basic, the documentary
minors into cadres of monks and nuns
film genre is simply another kind of
(known as child diksha and challenged
journalism in more evocative visuals,
by activists as violative of child rights),
and I reject the notion that the
use of wine in church rituals (in the
cinematic medium might be unsuited
face of state-imposed prohibition),
for tackling serious issues,” he asserts.
and the proscription against organMindful of the mandate of making
donation among ultra-conformist
a serious subject watchable on the
Parsis. Each of these conundrums
screen, he looks forward to exploring
could feature as a stand-alone episode
or edition in a documentary series he’s Shekhar Hattangadi won three the completed film’s potential as a
planning on the tensions that arise and JROGPHGDOVDWWKH0XPEDL topic of discussion with live audiences.
the sparks that fly when traditional University convocation for “It’s no secret that irrespective of the
WRSSLQJWKHODZH[DPV
issue at hand, people respond with
beliefs collide with contemporary
so much more passion and urgency
norms. Santhara represents “the most
dramatic of these controversies because it involves to the moving image than to the printed word, and
consequently are more prone to express their opinions
the self-extinguishment of a human life.”
Not all of Shekhar Hattangadi’s experiences in a post-screening group interaction than they are
during his five years as an avid researcher of orthodox to put pen to paper and write letters to some faceless
Jainism and as a documentarian of the Jain traditions newspaper editor — those days are long gone!”
Looking ahead, does the prospect of Santhara
of austerity and self-denial were sombre, dreary and
long-faced, he assures us. For instance, he was as doing the festival circuit abroad enthuse him? That,
amused as he was astonished by his discovery of the according to Shekhar, should be “eminently doable”
convoluted theological explanation for why a devout if only because the law-religion conflict is no longer
Jain should prefer eating mangoes over strawberries. confined to faith-based societies like the one we have
“Going strictly by the Jain philosophy of ahinsa or in India. “Although the conventional idea of secularism
non-violence, eating a single-seed fruit like a mango in western democracies largely keeps religion out of
would be deemed less ‘sinful’ than chomping on a governance, the influx of immigrants of various faiths
multi-seed strawberry because of the latter’s natural into these countries in recent times and their assertive
potential to procreate several more ‘lives’ in the — even militant — stance with regard to their rights
flora,” he explains. “So you’re effectively ‘aborting’ a of religious practice, has made these countries confront
multitude of life-creating possibilities by consuming the problem anew,” he observes. As examples, Shekhar
a strawberry as compared to just one in the case of a points to the spiky issues of burqa-wearing in France and
mango!” The same philosophical tenet prompts Jains of circumcision in Germany as manifesting the same
to shun vocations like farming — which are believed problem of incompatibility between the philosophies
to cause “violence” to plant and micro-organic life of traditional religion and modern governance. “The
in the soil — and to opt for relatively “non-violent” unease over Santhara,” he concludes gravely, “may
commercial pursuits such as banking and diamond- well be part of a global discontent.”
August 2015
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The 17th Saraswat Sangeet Sammelan

&KLHIJXHVW3DQGLW$UYLQG0XOJDRQNDUOLJKWLQJWKHODPS
DV6KUL6XUHVK+HPPDG\ 3UHVLGHQW.6$ 6PW*HHWD
<HQQHPDGL 9LFH3UHVLGHQW.6$ 6PW6LWD+HEOH *XHVW
RI+RQRXU DQG6KUL*XUXQDWK*RNDUQ &KDLUPDQ.DOD
9LEKDJ.6$ ORRNRQ

6PW6YHWD+DWWDQJDG\.LOSDG\
+HUFU\VWDOFOHDUYRLFHLVKHUIRUWH

7DEOD0DHVWURVDQGVWXGHQWVRIODWH3DQGLW7DUDQDWK
+DWWDQJDGL3DQGLW0RKDQ%DOZDOOL3DQGLW6DGDQDQG
1DLPSDOOLZLWK6KUL6DPHHU1DLPSDOOLDQG
Shri Jayesh Rege

6DUDVZDWL9ULQGDJDDQSUHVHQWHGWZRSURJUDPPHV,QGUDGKDQXVK
DQG&KLWUDUDQJLQL

%XGGLQJ7DEOD$UWLVW0LKLU
.DOOLDQSXUJDYHDZRQGHUIXOVROR
SHUIRUPDQFH

<RXQJ1LYHGLWD+DWWDQJDGLJDYHDQ
LPSUHVVLYHSHUIRUPDQFH
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The 17th Saraswat Sangeet Sammelan- An Overview
SMITA ULLAL
The K.S.A dedicated this year’s 17 th Sangeet
Sammelan to the hallowed memory of the revered
Tabla and Pakhawaj maestro, Acharya Hattangadi
Taranath Rao, on the occasion of his birth centenary.
The 4-day event, from the 1st to 4th May 2015 was
inaugurated by eminent tabla stalwart, Pt. Arvind
Mulgaonkar. He spoke nostalgically about the several
concerts of Pt. Taranathji that he had heard. Veteran
vocalist Smt. Sita Heble was the guest of honour. She
spoke of how music had been the mainstay of her life.
Befittingly, one of Taranathji’s worthy disciples,
Pt. Sadanand Naimpalli, was the opening artist
of the sammelan. After reminiscing emotionally
about his guru, he performed Taal Pancham Savari.
Sadanandji’s tabla virtually sings and listening to him
was an exhilarating experience. His shishya Jayesh
Rege supported him ably on the tabla and Sameer
Naimpalli provided lehra accompaniment.
Sveta Hattangady-Kilpady presented an attractive
Todi and a light classical piece marked by excellent
bol-banaav. Her crystal-clear voice is her forte. The
Agra gharana veteran, Pt. Sudhindra Bhaumik
concluded the morning session, presenting a scholarly
Vrindavani Sarang that represented the traditional
gayaki of his gharana. Pt. Sadanand Naimpalli’s
accompaniment enhanced the beauty of the recital.
The evening session commenced with a violin
recital by Rajan Mashelkar. His Madhuvanti and
the following dhun were marked by detailed raga
development and excellent technique. Jayesh Rege
accompanied him competently on the tabla. This was
followed by a light classical music recital by Pranati
Mhatre. She presented a variety of musical forms
such as thumri, hori and chaiti in her serene voice,
highlighting the literary content of the compositions.
The accompanists, Siddhesh Bicholkar (Harmonium),
Ustad Farouque Latif (sarangi) and Shantanu Shukl
(tabla) added luster to her performance.
Day 2 began with a vocal recital by Kalyani
Hemmady. A student of Pt. Murli Manohar Shukla,
she has shown good progress under his tutelage.
She presented her guru’s compositions in the ragas
Ahir Bhairav and Bhatiyar. [Accompanists- Hemant
Hemmady (harmonium) and Rakshanand Panchal
(tabla)]
Soumya Ullal, (a disciple of Smt. Apoorva
August 2015

Gokhale), impressed the audience by her renditions
of Miyan ki Todi and a brief but attractive Deskar.
She was well accompanied by Siddhesh Bicholkar
(harmonium) and Shantanu Shukl (tabla).
Aditya Modak presented the ragas Ramkali
and Gaud Sarang. It is commendable that he
balances his musical career with his career as a
chartered accountant. He was ably accompanied
by Rakshanand Panchal (tabla) and Dnyaneshwar
Sonavane (harmonium).
The evening session commenced with
“Indradhanush”, a collection of bhajans from
various Indian languages, presented by the Saraswati
Vrindagaan. The extensive research that went into
this programme and its structured presentation
was commendable. Smt. Kalindi Kodial’s Hindi
commentary was well-written and delivered.
Nivedita Hattangadi, a disciple of Pt. Sudhindra
Bhaumik, rendered an impressive Marwa and a
bhajan, “Mharo Pranaam”. It was an impressive
performance for one so young, marked as it was by a
methodical raga development and emotion.
This session culminated with the beautiful
performance of the veteran vocalist Smt. Vrinda
Mundkur. She presented an elaborate Kedar, followed
by two thumris in Maanj Khamaj, the first composed
by her mother Smt. Aruna Rao. She concluded with
a Mishra Marwa composition of Bindadin Maharaj
that weaved through other ragas as well. Jayesh Rege
and Siddhesh Bicholkar accompanied her on the tabla
and harmonium respectively.
Day 3 opened with a harmonium solo by Madhav
Paranjape, a senior disciple of Pt. Manohar Chimote.
He presented Raga Todi and a Mishra Pahadi dhun
with impeccable technique. Bhushan Parchure
provided able tabla accompaniment.
Harish Hegde, who performed next, sang Raga
Bilaskhani Todi and successfully created the
mood of the raga. He concluded with a bhajan.
(Accompanists Hemant Hemmady- harmonium and
Mihir Kallianpur- tabla)
Smt. Apoorva Gokhale and Kum. Pallavi Joshi, the
grand-daughters of Pt. Gajananbua Joshi, concluded
this session in style by their superbly sung Jaunpuri and
Hindol-Bahar. They exhibited excellent coordination,
handling the challenging jod raga particularly well.
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Vinay V Gangavali
Phone: 2380 0460
Mobile: 9892407934

WE ACCEPT OUTDOOR CATERING
ORDERS FOR
GET-TOGETHERS, BIRTHDAY PARTIES,
MARRIAGE, THREAD CEREMONY AND
ANY OTHER OCCASIONS.

3-5/18, 2nd Floor, Talmakiwadi, Tardeo,
Mumbai - 400 007.
August 2015
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Dr. Hattangadi Vinod Bhat
Vice Chancellor, Manipal University

Dr. Hattangadi Vinod Bhat has been appointed as
the sixth Vice Chancellor for a term of five years with
effect from June 1, 2015. Dr. Bhat has specialised in
Paediatrics as well as Community Medicine and is an
Honorary Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians
& Surgeons, Glasgow. He is also a Rotarian and is
recognised as a Paul Harries Fellow.
Son of Late Smt. Meera and Late Sri Hattangadi
Vasant Bhat (who worked with General Insurance),
Dr. Vinod Bhat was born on 17 th July 1956 at Udupi
and had his initial schooling in the well-known “
North School”. The family migrated to Hubli in 1966.
Long back when Dr. Bhat’s uncle Hattangadi Bhaskar
Bhat could not secure a Government medical seat in
the then Madras State, the founder of Manipal, Late
Dr.TMA Pai came up with an idea to start a private
medical college to help these kind of students. Well
known urologist Dr. H. S.Bhat who established the
Urology department in Kasturba Medical College
Manipal is Dr. Vinod Bhat’s uncle. Dr. Bhat did his
MBBS from JNMC Belgaum in 1979, DCH from
College of Physicians and Surgeons, Mumbai in 1983
and MD in Community Medicine from KMC Hubli
in 1987.
Though his dreams of studying at Manipal in his
young days when Manipal was just taking shape as
an educational town could not materialise, today
he is the Vice Chancellor of the same University.
Dr. Hattangadi Vinod Bhat has had a long and
illustrious career both as a teacher as well as an able
administrator. A researcher at heart, he has several
scientific publications in national and international
peer reviewed journals to his credit.
With his rich experience in research, Dr. Bhat
has been responsible for the spectacular growth
in external research funding attracted by Manipal
University. The Research Directorate which he set up
plays a vital role in directing targeted research across
all disciplines and is poised for greater expansion. Dr
Bhat also established the Manipal University Press
(MUP) converting it into a unique and vibrant entity.
Under his stewardship, MUP has published more
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than 40 publications in its three years of existence.
He has been closely associated
with raising endowments for
Manipal Hospitals, having been
the Chief Medical Officer of Dr.
T. M. A. Pai Rotary Hospital,
Karkala, Karnataka, for 15 years
from 1988 to 2003 and the Chief
Operating Officer of Kasturba
Hospital, Manipal in 2003–04.
He has spearheaded several
international projects while at Karkala including
the prestigious 3H project for establishing the Eye
Hospital. More recently, Dr. Vinod Bhat served as
an Advisor to Manipal Global Education Services
(MaGE). Dr. Bhat also serves on the Board of the
Groep T International University, Leuven, Belgium,
the International Board of Advisors of GlobalNxt
University, Kuala Lumpur and on the Editorial Board
of Journal of Rural and Remote Health, Australia.
As a science administrator par excellence, Dr Vinod
Bhat has been instrumental in establishing the Office
of International Programs which co-ordinates more
than a hundred academic linkages with Universities
abroad. He also oversees the twinning and student
exchange programs. Dr. Bhat has initiated over 25
Dual Degree programs with European Universities
in the last six years and is responsible for setting up
the Centre for European Studies in Manipal, the
first ever in the private sector, with a generous grant
from the Delegation of European Union to India. He
is also closely associated with several new projects
like the entry of Manipal into Sri Lanka and South
Africa, the expansion of Dubai operations, strategic
planning and growth.
He is married to Dr. Parvati Bhat who is the
Medical Superintendent of Dr. TMA Pai Hospital
Udupi and the couple has two sons. Anand is a
software engineer working in Florida USA and
Dr. Dhananjay is in the final year of his MD
(General Medicine). Dr. Bhat can be reached
at vinod.bhat@manipal.edu.
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All Chitrapur Saraswat Youths Trust
C/o. 4-6/6, Datta Mandir Trust, Talmakiwadi CHS Ltd.
Javji Dadaji Marg, Mumbai - 400007
5HJLVWUDWLRQ1R8QGHU%RPED\3XEOLF7UXVW$FW
The Managing Committee of All Chitrapur Saraswat Youth Trust (ACSYT) is pleased to submit its Annual
Report for the Financial Years 2003-04 to 2014-15 together with the Audited Statement of Accounts for
the said period.
At the outset, we regret that we could not convene an Annual Meeting in time due to various reasons
and apologize for the same.
:HDUHJLYLQJEHORZLPSRUWDQWÀQDQFLDOSDUDPHWHUV $PRXQWLQ5V/DFV
Accounts
Corpus
I&E A/C
FDR
3URÀW
/RVV

FY
03-04
5.35
-0.14
4.75
-1.18

FY
04-05
5.35
-0.93
4.24
-0.79

FY
05-06
5.35
0.80
5.75
1.73

FY
06-07
5.35
1.09
5.75
0.29

FY
07-08
5.35
2.58
7.75
1.49

FY
08-09
5.35
2.99
7.75
0.41

FY
09-10
5.35
2.85
7.75
-0.14

FY
10-11
5.35
7.67
11.75
4.82

FY
11-12
5.35
8.42
13.05
0.75

FY
12-13
5.35
7.99
13.05
-0.43

FY
13-14
5.35
7.59
13.05
.0.40

FY
14-15
5.35
7.71
13.05
0.12

CORPUS: From F.Y. 2003-04 to 2014-15 Corpus fund is unchanged at Rs 5,35,626.00
INCOME & EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT : The I&E improved from Rs -(14289.45) at the close of FY 200304 to Rs 7.71,945.48 at the close of FY 2014-15 due to Surplus Funds.
INVESTMENTS: Fixed Deposit Receipt with S.V.C.Bank, Sleater Road Branch has increased from Rs
4,75,000.00 at the close of FY 2003-04 to Rs 13,05,000.00 at the close of FY 2014-15.
VOLUNTARY SERVICES: Trustees and Volunteers of the ACSYT continue to render Volunteer services
during the annual Datta Jayanti Festivities at Talmakiwadi
FINANCIAL AID$&6<7GLVEXUVHVLWV6XUSOXV)XQGVIRUDJRRGFDXVHE\GRQDWLQJWRYDULRXV$PFKL
,QVWLWXWLRQVDQGDOVRH[WHQGLQJÀQDQFLDODLGWRLQGLYLGXDOVWRPHHWWKHH[SHQVHVWRZDUGVKRVSLWDOL]DWLRQ
([LJHQFLHVHGXFDWLRQHWF7KHPDMRUGRQDWLRQVJLYHQE\$&6<7WRYDULRXV,QVWLWXWLRQVDUHIXUQLVKHGEHORZ
Name of the Donee

Donation Amount

Parijnan Foundation for Women Empowerment
Shri Chitrapur Math, Shirali

Rs 50,000.00
Rs 1,00,000.00

A/c No 910, SVC Bank, Shirali

Rs 50,000.00

Kanara Saraswat Association

Rs 1,00,000.00

Kanara Saraswat Association

Rs 50,000.00

Chitrapur Saraswat Education and Relief Society, Santacruz

Rs 50,000.00

Swami Parijnanashram Educational and Vocational Centre for the Handicapped, Virar

Rs 50,000.00

Mallapur Guruprasad High School

Rs 1,00,000.00

The ACSYT was established in the year 1986 with the blessings of H.H. Parijnanashram Swamiji during his
GLIÀFXOWSHULRG,QWKHYHU\ÀUVW\HDULHLQ$&6<7RUJDQL]HG'DWWD-D\DQWL8WVDYLQ7DOPDNLZDGLIRU
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one day in the presence of Swamiji. Due to overwhelming support of laity in the next year, Datta Jayanti
Utsav was extended to 3 days and again extended to 7 days from the year 1989 till Swamiji took Samadhi
on 31st August 1991. The Utsav continued after Swamiji’s Samadhi in 1991 till the year 1997 at very low
key level of one day. The ACSYT again started celebrating Datta Jayanti Utsav for 7 days after installation
of Swami Sadyojat Shankarashram as Mathadhipati of our Shirali Math from the year 1998 to 2011 in HIS
presence with His Blessings till Grant Road Sabha of Shri Chitrapur Math took over the celebration of event
in the year 2012.
The ACSYT has built-up good Assets in the form of Bank Deposits. Way back in 1987, when ACSYT
Trustees had gone to meet P.P. Parijnanashram Swamiji and placed surplus amount of Datta Jayanti Utsav
at HIS Lotus Feet, HE did not accept the amount and advised the Trustees to use it for good Social cause.
We are following HIS august advice and the amount received on investments in Bank Deposits is being
donated to various deserving Amchi Institutions every year.
AUDIT: The Annual Accounts have been audited by M/s. Yardi Prabhu & Associates until March 31, 2015.
We express our sincere thanks to them for their service.
OBITUARIES: We deeply mourn the sad demise of our following Past Trustees / working committee
PHPEHUVGXULQJWKHSDVW$FFRXQWLQJ\HDUV7KH\UHQGHUHGVHOÁHVVVHUYLFHWRRXURUJDQL]DWLRQDQGRXU
community at large, and express our humblest condolences to their bereaved families:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Late Shri Prakash Patankar
Late Shri Mohan Naimpalli
Late Shri Vivek Gokarn
Late Shri Avinash Trasi
Late Shri Gurunath Honavar

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS:
We express our sincere gratitude to Param Pujya Sadyojat Shankarashram Swamiji for HIS Blessings
and giving us the opportunity to perform Paduka Poojan every year. We also thank Shri Chitrapur Math
and Shri Datta Mandir Trust for giving us the opportunity to be in the service of our community during
various festivities.
We express our sincere thanks to The Talmakiwadi Cooperative Housing Society, Kanara Saraswat
Association and other sister Institutions and their members who have supported us , directly or indirectly
in carrying out our activities over the years. We are grateful to Mr. Raja Pandit, Mr. Naresh Gangolli and
Mr. Ashok Hemmady for their help and guidance from time to time. More importantly, we are grateful to
all our Donors, Volunteers and Laity without whose support it was impossible to celebrate the Datta Jayanti
Utsav consistently for so many years.

Dilip Sashital
Trustee
August 2015

Uday Mankikar
Trustee

Suresh Mallapur
Trustee

Jaipal Mallapur
Trustee
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The Eternal Anandashrama
BY (LATE) DR. BRAHMANAND MAVINKURVE
Looking back on the years-long path covered so
far, my mind, now and then, recalls events,- seen
or heard- centering around H.H. Anandashram
Swamiji, which have given a new meaning and
purpose of my life and, thereby made it worth living.
Such reminiscence raises before my mind’s eye the
image of Swamiji in its various unique facets – His
serene, beatific smile welcoming the hesitant visitors;
His bubbling laughter of bliss knocking off the
“heaviness” in the hearts of the grim faced devotees
around Him; His eyes shining with the light of “Self
Awareness” and giving us a “so-near-and-not-yet-sofar” look; His face beaming with compassion and love
while answering the queries of devout sadhakas ; His
infallible memory and sparkling intelligence guiding
discussions on matters relating to the Math; and
above all the commanding dignity of His resplendent
God-head showering Love, Light and Grace on
thousand of devotees in packed pandals listening
to His Amrit- Vani. But this image is soon followed
by a painful thought that Anandashram Swamiji is
physically no more with us. This thought sometimes
pricks the heart to the core and I feel moved….. like
a child to whom its mother is only a living memory.
But then, I become aware of the Saint’s warning
to us that where a Guru dies and his chela cries, all
spiritual sadhana proves fruitless (marlaa gau$ rDlaa caolaa
SUPDDTD \DD0FDDYDD\DDJDRODD ) Give to the Guru not this
gross love which binds us to the physical plane but
pure, spiritual love which He “hungers for” (sad\Bai@t
%DDYDDFDD%DXNRODD) that is, love for His Sat-Chit-Ananda
Swaroopa. Only devotion to the real “Being” of the
Guru, ($.0'PDD-\DD G\DDW$DKRVDEDD GRK,SLUS81DUDKR ) who
is within and all around us, reaches Him and liberates
us from all ignorance and bondage.
Fortunately for those who, like me, are torn
between this emotional pull of Swamiji’s evanescent
form and the Saint’s directive to develop devotion
to the Guru’s real “Being” or Reality, Swamiji has left
behind abundant Light, Love and Grace to guide us
in what He Himself once said , is “a journey into the
Ananta , the Bondless, the Infinite, the Eternal. “ It
would, therefore be a very helpful exercise to recall a
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few beams of that Light to illumine our path, of the
Love to inspire us in our Sadhana and also of Grace
needed to take us to the right destination.
I. Beams of Light
(i) Gayatri Japa :- Time and again, Swamiji
exhorted us to do regularly Gayatri Japa so as to
‘retain our Brahmanya’ or relation with the Supreme
Brahman. In one of His discourse, Swamiji was
elucidating how “this spiritually luminous mantra
can set our intellect (4D,) aglow with the Light of the
All-pervading Sun of Brahman (VDLYDWX) After ! in
the mantra come the three attributes of that Sun
(%D8%DXYDVYD) which are variously understood. Some
take them to stand for this three Tri-lokas, some for
Tri-murtis, and so on, Guru-Bhaktas take them for
Sat-pada, Chit-pada, and Anand-pada of the Guru.
This Japa is, for them, a means to tune their mind
to the Guru’s Sat-Chit-Ananda Swaroopa till that
Sun manifests Himself in their illuminated Buddhi
or Intellect.” *
* This as in similar cases that follow, is only a gist
of Swamiji’s elucidation as understood by me.
Thus, clearly, though delicately, Swamiji was
illuminating the path for the Shishya to merge their
physical or conditioned entity into the Infinite and
Eternal Glory of the Guru that He Himself was.
(ii) Atmarama:- A bhanap scholar, speaker and
‘ripe’ seeker of Truth had an appointment with
Swamiji one afternoon. However, the Poojas and
other ceremonies caused an usual delay in Swamiji’s
bhiksha that day. The devotee who came at the
appointed time found that his going in would only
deprive Swamiij of His afternoon rest. Just at that
time, Swamiji Himself sent for the devotee. Naturally,
the devotee expressed his regrets for intruding on
Swamiji’s relaxation (Aram). Immediately, Swamiji
said,” Oh! You are a speaker on Adhyatma. Need We
tell you that there is no greater Aram than Atmaram
one experiences while discussing Adhyatma? What
else will you be talking with Us except Adhyatma?”
Evidently, Swamiji was conveying to the devotee,
as to all of us, that in all the words of Adhyatma we
heard from Him during his Fifty Years of Bliss came
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from Paramatmarama of His Sahaja-Samadhi and
guided us to the Atmarama within ourselves. Surely
that rapport which Swamiji built between Himself
and us will ever continue t be with us as our spiritual
treasure.
II. Beams Of Love
(i) Waist Cord:- A devout Harikeertankar once
went to pay his respect to Swamiji and was surprised
to find Swamiji engaged in tying together two pieces
of His waist-cord (moonji) which already showed
3 or 4 knots and was also somewhat worne out at
places. Feeling that he could do a little Guru-seva,
the Haridas said,” That cord seems to have been
sufficiently used and become ‘old’. I will be going to
the market for my own work and I shall also get a
new cord.”. Immediately Swamiji said,” Don’t, Don’t!
There is no need of it. We can make good use of this
one for still some more time. Why waste money which
can be utilized for a better to purpose?”
The Haridas was touched by the words of Swamiji.
He understood what Swamiji meant. A selfless
purpose is always the “better purpose”. How else
could it be when Swamiji has no ‘individual’ self
because, in His Reality, He Himself was all?
(ii) Better Purpose:- Long after this event, the
Haridasa’s wife had to undergo a surgical operation
at Manipal. From the hospital, he sent a letter to
one of the priests in the Math, together with Rs 5/requesting him to perform ‘seva’ and other prayers
to Lord Bhavanishankar for complete recovery of
the ailing patient. He also added a line that he was
praying to Anandashram Swamiji for blessings.
In a week’s time, the Haridas received the ‘sevaprasad’ from the priest along with a letter saying that
everything was done as he had asked for. The last
para said,” H.H. Anandashram Swamiji wants me
to convey to you that He has offered prayers to Lord
Bhavanishankar for your wife’s successful operation
and full recovery of health and added to these prayers
His own blessings. The cheque for Rs 500/- sent by
Swamiji herewith is meant for meeting expenditure
on the operation and medical treatment thereafter.”
As the Haridas read this, the picture of Swamiji
tying two knotty pieces of His waist-cord rose before
his eyes. The words of Saint Tukaram flashed across
his mind,” He who feels the neglected and the
suffering ones as his own, he is a godly person-Nay,
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he is the very embodiment of Bhagvantha Himself.
Indeed, what a selfless sacrifice! What selfless love!
That is our Lord Anandashram Swami.” The Haridas
looked at the cheque and sobbed like a child.
III Beam Of Grace
(i) Dwaita-Advaita:- In a small gathering of
devotees, a budding Shastri once asked His Holiness,”
Swamiji, when dwaita-advaita or duality is ignorance,
why should we worship Gods? Why not go straight
to Adwaita- the Supreme Truth of the One Nirguna
Nirakara Bhahman ?” In a calm, steady tone and
with a Godly gleam in His eyes, Swamiji replied:
Undoubtedly, the end of all spiritual sadhana of the
Jeevatma is oneness with the Supreme Brahman–
One without a second. But then, all Jeevas are not
capable of grasping at once the highest Truth (EDKXQDDPD?
MDQPDDQDDPDQWR  Bh. Gita). The easier path is to reach
Him by invoking His various shaktis accessible to
us through their respective Names and Forms. One
may choose any of these Forms as his ‘Ishta –devata’
and do the Upasana in the right way. It will bring him
the right fruit ( \DDR\DDR\DD0\DDWQDX%D! Bh. Gita VII-21)
This Saguna-Sakara Upasana leads the Sadhaka to
the Saguna-Nirakar or the All Pervading Brahman
with attributes such as Aishwarya, Dharma, Yasha
Shree, Jnana, Vairagya. This Saguna Brahma is
adored as QDPDDRVYDQD0WD\D VDKVa PDXW\DR having countless
forms, countless feet, countless hands, countless
eyes and ears and so on. He is also visualized as SatChit- Ananda Paramatma. This Upasana develops
the very attribute which the Sadhaka invokes in the
Brahman and enables him, ultimately, to realize his
identity with Him. Most important point is that the
Sadhaka receives from this Saguna Brahma the help
and Grace he prays for with shraddha, which the
Nirguna Nirakara cannot render.
That is why direct Nirguna Upasana is discouraged
as full of difficulties and troubles. (#ODR6DDR_L4DNWUVWR<DDPD?
Bh.Gita XII-5). Moreover, the Saints tell us that
Saguna Upasana develops in us Devotion or Prema
which has a nectarine sweetness. So, they recommend
a happy blending of Nirguna-Jnana with Saguna
Bhakti (%D!\DDPDD0$L%DMDDQDDLW Bh. Gita XVIII-55)
As one among this group of listeners, I could feel
that Saguna Sakara Brahman Himself was speaking
to us and awakening us into His own Transcendental
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Reality. And did He not fully reveal His identity with
this Reality in His last breath which zoomed forth
resounding into the Eternal Om?
(ii) Guru- Upasana:- Once in reply to a Sadhaka’s
query regarding Guru-bhakti Swamiji said,” On this
path the Shishya tries to remember and also feel the
presence of the Omnipresent Guru in all happenings
and experiences- favourable and otherwise. Viewing
everything as occurring in the Light of the Guru
develops devotion for Him as the All-Pervading
Paramatma. Similarly, he accepts every event as
taking place with the Knowledge of the Guru.
This faith develops spirit of surrender in him. The
Shishya also tries to find out the Guru’s message in
all his experiences, for instance, not to be elated by
success nor to be down-hearted by failure, not to
be ‘attached’ to the objects that attract and so on.
Such continuous remembrance with awareness of the
Guru with devotion, faith and surrender reaches the
Paramatma and brings to the Shishya Divine Grace
and fruition of his sadhana.”
Recalling such beams of His Light, Love and Grace
and then, I say unto Swamiji with folded hands and
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in all humanity what Shri Eknath Maharaj said to His
departed Guru (MD2VDDJD%D,PDDWRF\DDSDR7,). “Oh Gurudev!
I am too weak to cognize your Reality of Boundless
Eternal Sat-Chit-Ananda Swaroopa. But why should I
lose heart on that account? Is the child in the womb,
though unable to see his mother , ever separate from
the mother? So too, oh my All-Pervading Eternal
Mother! I, though caught in your womb of Samsara,
am never inseparable from you. Let the Day of
Deliverance come when it will- in this life, or the
next life or any life thereafter. Till then, make every
step of mine a pilgrimage unto YOU. Oh Eternal
One! Om ! ! ! !
5DWHVIRU&ODVVL¿HG$GYHUWLVHPHQWV
in Kanara Saraswat w.e.f. Feb 2014
)RUWKH¿UVWZRUGV5VIRU.6$0HPEHUVDQG
Rs. 700/- for Non-members.
)RUHYHU\DGGLWLRQDOZRUGWKHUHDIWHU5V
3RVWDOFKDUJHVIRU.DQDUD6DUDVZDW
Rs. 1000/- p.a. for overseas Members. Overseas
Members are requested to make payments in
5XSHHVRQO\RZLQJWRH[FKDQJHGLI¿FXOWLHV
All remittances are to be made by D.D. or cheque, in
favour of ‘Kanara Saraswat Association’.
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Household Sourcing - A Penny Saved Is A Penny Gained
GOKUL MANJESHWAR, SANTACRUZ, MUMBAI.
There was a time perhaps 30 years ago
when the task of purchasing household necessities
- vegetables, fruits, groceries, toiletries, cleaning
material, beverages, biscuits, stationery and
so on - was relatively simple. The number of
brands/ varieties in every product category were
few, points of purchase such as the kirana store
or the nearest vegetable market or the vegetable/
fruit vendor who door delivered requirements
were fixed and there was little to choose in terms
of prices between one and the other vendor.
Today, purchasing household necessities has
become a challenging task. A wide range
of products and brands compete for a
share of your wallet. For the same end use,
there are established brands which are more
expensive and newer brands which are cheaper
and a choice has to be made. Competition means
aggressive pricing, discounts/ schemes such as buy
4 soaps and get 1 soap free, schemes are not fixed
and vary from time to time, loyalty points which
can be earned on repeat purchases in the same
store and benefits by paying with specific credit
cards.The same branded product - whether
it is edible oil, soap, jam, butter or biscuits can be bought from multiple sources such as
the neighbourhood kirana store, shops which
specialise in selling only soaps/ oils etc., large
chain stores like Reliance and Big Bazaar and
of course more recently, e commerce companies
which offer deep discounts.
What makes deciding from where to buy even
more difficult is that :
- it is not possible to say that every
item will be cheaper if sourced on the net
or in large chain stores e.g. in Mumbai, there
are stores which sell a limited item range edible oil / soaps/ tea etc - where discounts
on a basket of assorted purchases could be 7%
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or more on the MRP when large chain stores
offer much less discounts on these items. Ditto
on medicines where the pharmacy attached
to a large chain store offers 5% discount while
neighbourhood chemists offer up to 10%. So it
is essential to know which source offers the best
prices and purchase accordingly.
- the quality of perishables like vegetables &
fruits may not be identical from every source
and in such items, price alone may not be the
determining factor.
If household sourcing is done proactively
with an eye for fine pricing, considerable saving
is possible. How much depends on your awareness
of the competitive landscape, the basket of
items you buy and the quantum of purchases but
for sure, you will save an amount which is not
insignificant.
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Rice Cultivation – Part 4
Keeping Boars at Bay
TANUJA NADKARNI
It is the second week of October now, and the
paddy fields are now lush green and heavy with
promise. The slender stalks have put forth delicate
looking panicles. Every day the colours change –
from lush green to a pale green and
then a golden tinge begins to show
in places. Each day the panicles
look a little fuller – the grains are
growing safe in the tough husk
which protects it.
But then this protection is just
not enough to protect these fields
from the wild boar. O yes, the wild
boars from the adjoining forest are
making nocturnal sojourns into all
the surrounding fields and making a merry meal of
the tender grains. And along with it a whole lot of
destruction! Surely they could eat their fill standing
on the embankment and chomping only on the grains,
could someone teach them some table manners
please? But no, they stamp around, roll around when
their back feels ticklish, and in general ruin a sizable
area of the field. The villagers have all taken to
sleeping in their fields at night; each field has a neat
elevated machan in the middle. Sometimes groups of
youngsters pitch in and I guess they party out in the
open, you can hear music and then some fire-crackers
and loud hoots. And they successfully drive the boars
away from their fields, right into ours as our fields are
directly in the path back to the forest.
So now the only solution is for us to sleep in our
fields! And that is exactly what we did. Since we
did not have a machan ready, we decided to use our
tent. Our farm-hand Manjunath cleared a small area
of the thorny shrubs and weeds which have grown so
abundantly in the rains, and we pitched our tent in a
little circle of Arecanut palms. A thick blanket on the
floor a couple of pillows and blankets as it gets quite
chilly during the night, and we were ready. Of our
four-legged companions, we decided to take Johnny
with us as he is not fussy about where he sleeps, unlike
Phoenix and Misty who would insist on snuggling into
the tent. And Zuki is like the breeze, you just can’t
confine her, she would spend the night wandering
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around and cry if she is tied. So Johnny it was.
We had dinner, and armed with a plate and a
ladle and torches, made our way thru the farm to the
tent – our paddy field is beyond our areca plantation.
Walking in the thick canopy of
the palms, you suddenly realise
how thick the undergrowth is, and
not wanting to risk putting our
foot on any unsuspecting snakes,
we clanged the plate and ladle all
the way. We tied Johnny to the
nearest Areca palm and got into
the tent. It is fully sealed, so we
had no worries about mosquitoes,
bugs or even snakes. And it is
supposed to be an all weather tent. But I guess
all-weather does not include Malnad rains! The
brilliant moonlight soon got obscured by a thick cloud
cover and soon there was a good drizzle..... gentle to
begin with and then heavier by the minute. And it
continued the whole night long. We started getting
a gentle misty spray of rain into the tent as well. This
was rather unexpected and we had no umbrellas even
if we wanted to walk back home. So we slumbered
through it, lulled by the musical sounds of the night.
The moon glistens,
a silver sheen,
the breeze ripples,
rustles and sings,
an arecanut falls,
with a resounding plop,
And the tent is drenched,
drop by drop!
Johnny did not seem to mind the rain at all and
slept curled up. A couple of times we awoke to his
low, deep warning growl and sure enough we could
hear the heavy footsteps – we clanged the plate loud
and long and the boar moved on. It was indeed a
good thing that we brought Johnny along.
At daybreak, the rain ceased and we walked out
to check whether the fields were safe. Yes they were,
and we would have to continue this right until we
could harvest the rice.
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Proverbial Lore of the Konkani Language
ORIGINALLY WRITTEN BY S.S.TALMAKI, RETOLD BY RAGHUNATH GOKARN
Shripad Subrao Talmaki was deeply interested in proverbs and idioms specially in our Konkani language. He
collected a large number of proverbs and published them
in two parts in 1932 and in 1936 with an introduction.
For almost 60 years the books were not available. In 1991
a second revised edition combining the two parts was
published by Sadanand Bhatkal. This edition also went
out of print. On 28th March 2015 Kanara Saraswat
Association published the third revised edition with English translation of each proverb made by Talmaki himself
and edited by Raghunath Gokarn. It is priced at Rs 350
and can be procured from the office of the Association.
While collecting the proverbs Talmaki was curious to
know the genesis of the proverbs. He had also compiled the
stories behind some of the proverbs. He wished to include
these stories in the books published by him. But it would
have increased the number of pages and consequently
the cost. Perhaps he was planning to bring out a separate
book of these stories at a later date. Raghunath Gokarn,
who has edited the Third Edition of Konkani Proverbs
and Idioms, found the stories behind four proverbs among
Talmaki’s papers. He has provided these stories to us for
publishing. We propose to publish one story in this issue
and rest of them in a series in future issues …………….
Editor, Kanara Saraswat
Konkani Language has numerous proverbs. Many
of them are common to other languages, differing only
in their mode of expression. There are, however, some
which seem to have an interesting story. I propose to
unfold these stories one by one for the information
of the readers.
The proverb ODD%DODRNXQDNR/,0.DOO, (Labha Lekhun
Kelim Khalim) has an interesting story behind it.
It means: He counted his gains (in figures), but ate
up the plantains (which formed the source of the
gains). The nearest English proverb to this would be
“ Don’t count the chickens before they are hatched
“. But the latter seems to imply a wholesome warning
to take account of the risks before you count your
gains. The origin of the Konkani proverb under consideration overcame the risk by a bold stratagem, as
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will appear from the following story which gave rise
to the proverb.
There lived an old widow in a remote village.
She had only one son. When he entered his teens
his mother thought of turning his youthful energies
to trade to eke out an income. Accordingly one day
the mother accosted her son: “My boy you are now
to commence earning your livelihood; look at the
neighbour’s boys making lot of money by purchasing
articles in the village and vending them at profit in
the neighbouring town”. The son agreed and asked
for some capital to start business. The mother after
untying a dozen knots of old rags discovered a four
anna coin and gave it to her son as the capital for
his trade. With this money he purchased four dozen
plantains and resolved to make a decent fortune out
of them. Accordingly, early next morning he set out
for the town with the blessings of his mother and with
his stock in trade placed in a basket over his head.
On his way to the market he began to count his
gains “Well, I bought these four dozens for only four
annas and if I sell them for at least eight annas I
should make a net profit of four annas in a single
day’s transaction. Not a bad beginning for a little boy
like me.” As he trudged along he felt a bit hungry
and resolved to eat a couple of plantains out of the
lot thinking that by selling the remainder for eight
annas no diminution would be caused in his profits.
When, however, the process of eating commenced
the number consumed speedily rose to half a dozen,
but he determined all the same to sell the remaining
lot for not less than eight annas.
While engaged in his process of mental and physical calculation he met a playmate of his village,
who offered to share hardships of his journey as a
prospective partner in the trade. The offer was readily
accepted and two together after further calculation
consumed another dozen of the wares between them,
agreeing to sell the remaining lot for not less than
eight annas! Somehow they reached the market before mid-day. Customers were attracted by the sight
of bunch of the plantains, made enquiries but made
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no purchases. Eight annas for two and half dozen
seemed to them rather a high price when the same
sum could easily fetch four dozens from other dealers. Long waiting and the rising sun accounted for
the disappearance of another half a dozen from the
basket between the two partners in the trade. At last
it was found no customer was prepared to purchase
the two dozen for eight annas. The youthful traders
consoled themselves by arguing that the day was not
favourable for plantain trade, as large quantities of
them must have been brought to market that day.
They agreed to take another chance on the next
market day, when a heavy fall in the plantain supply
would enable them to sell even one dozen for eight
annas. The surplus dozen out of the remaining two
was therefore shared between them to enable them
to stand the return journey. So they started for their
village with a lighter load, but with prospects of heavy
gains the next time.
On the way back the same rule of arithmetic and
the same principle of political economy, which had
guided the prospective trades of these two adventurers in the morning accounted for the disappearance
of six more plantains from the remaining one dozen.
The expectant mother, finding her son return with
half a dozen plantains only, fondly hoped that he must
have made a good bargain of the remaining three and
a half dozen, asked him to count out his coins. But
she soon discovered that no coins had passed out
of the hands of the shrewd customers into the till
of this adventurous plantain dealer, who, however,
while recounting some of his morning’s adventures
assured his mother of his determination of selling the
last half dozen for not less than eight annas.
The story ends there and it is not known whether
the old mother gave her son the chance of trying
his luck on the next market day with the remaining
six plantains, or gave him a fresh start with another
four anna piece. All that is known to this day about
the venturesome boy is that he counted his gains in
figures, but ate the plantains forming the basis of his
gains. I hope the important principle of political economy underlying this story would be of considerable
practical use to those who are anxious to maneuver
the budget of their family or of the state.
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They Could Have…
Revered Rishis could have claimed Veda authorship
But termed it “revealed” and renounced ownership
Janak could have walked through his life, indulging
Chose to patronize Ashtavakra, be philosopher king
Bharat could have ruled for years fourteen
But crowned Rama’s Padukas on the throne
Karna could keep his boons for Kaurava win
Still doled all to Indra and Kunti wily new kin
Siddhartha could opt to live away from the reality
He unlocked why we suffer, decried any cruelty
Ashoka could conquer more than half the world
Yet he won it by Buddhism credo, not by sword
Adi Shankaracharya could have had a Peetha
at Kalady
He chose four corners, one in south Sringeri Sharada
Meera could be in queenly bliss yet had poison to gulp
Spurned by Vrindavan bonded at Dwaraka
with Gopal
Mohan Roy Raja Ram could live by Bhadralok ideal
Yet Roy championed Sati ban act, despite hurdle
Rani Laxmi could choose to go by British dominion
Joined first war of liberty, opted death shaming men
Many a freedom fighter could pick any
land for adoption
Choose to look at Bharat with jaundiced eyes
and scorn
Still listened higher calling faced lathi charge
courage bold
Inspired millions to bloodless battle holding
ordeal untold
Let’s work for higher cause bit by bit even be it
difficult
Cast off caste, sex, tongue, status, creed,
cult or occult
Lotus and leaves can keep company with
filth and dirt
But lo! they show up day after day above
pond of birth
By Gurudas S. Gulwadi, Prabhadevi, Mumbai.
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Doomsday Me
ASHA GANGOLI
We had just returned from a trip to Kashmir. Not
everybody has the fortune to visit the place, and so
naturally everybody had a question to ask. Did you
see Shalimar Gardens? Did you go skiing? How was
Dal Lake? And Gulmarg? And so on. I bore them out
and then heard myself mumble what was uppermost
in my hind-mind, “It was sad, those children in the
bus, begging. For anything, anything at all,” as I
remembered one of them finally making away with
my handkerchief, gaily waving it at me as she ran
out. “Bah! There you go,” said my cousin. “There’s
so much beauty in Kashmir. Is that all you have to
say? You’re so negative!”
It was my birthday the other day. A friend
thoughtfully brought me a gift – a pretty looking
salad with cheese, cherry tomato and purple cabbage
complete, arranged on a half inch slab of beautifully
grained wood that must have taken years in the
making. Before a thank you could escape my lips they
blurted, “What criminal waste of wood. Who’s going
to replace it?” I almost lost a friend that day.
A niece of ours was getting married. When the
invitation came I gasped. It was a beauty all right.
But I was looking at a card that had five parts to
it: an invitation each to the Mehndi, the Sangeet,
the wedding and the reception, besides an ornate
envelope. And if that weren’t enough, a plastic cover
over it all. “How much wood must have gone into
making that paper! And why the plastic?” I cried, to
the disappointment and irritation of the rest of my
admiring family. Somebody asked, “What will she say
when she sees the Khannas’ daughter’s invitations to
the family? Each of them went in a beautifully crafted
wooden casket which opened out in three layers to
reveal gold gifts and a card. This is nothing!” My
heart sank silently.
One hot evening my husband took me to the
army club for dinner. In front of the main gate a tall
fountain danced and sprayed water around, attracting
appreciative glances and comments from other guests.
To everybody’s discomfiture I went at the guy at the
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front desk. Didn’t he know the city was facing a water
crisis? The same water is recycled, madam, said the
man, adding something about some general saab who
“was very fond” of it. Oh yeah? And what about the
trickle and the instant evaporation that’s happening?
I snarled back. Have you asked your general saab
that? The fountain was switched off. But only for that
day, I know. Whose business is it anyway?
Some years ago we were spending a couple of days
at Thekdi forest reserve in Kerala. We were looking
forward to hearing all the animal and bird calls at
night. What we heard instead was blaring music from
a portable CD player and the ruckus of a mob gone
wild. On investigation we found a bunch of tourists
dancing around a bonfire, right there in the jungle. I
was livid. I caught hold of the unfortunate manager
who was himself swinging to the beat. “How can
you allow this,” I thundered. “How can you let them
disturb the animals and waste precious wood?”
“But madam, it is cold, no? Thet is whai they are
a berning fire. See you are aalso taking sweater, no?”
It took all I could not to shake him up. I started to
write a complaint in the suggestion book. You can’t do
this in a wild life reserve. And bonfires are a waste of
wood. And so on and so forth. The alarmed manager
tried to pacifiy and assure me that he would not let
it happen again. More probably what happened was
that the complaint was torn out and thrown into
the bonfire.
Way back, when high rises were few and far
between, news arrived that a series of “beautiful,
modern skyscrapers” and a flyover were being planned
for one of the quiet, wooded streets in the city. And
when I sighed and said oh dear, my excited sisters said
angrily, “What a wet blanket! Why are you always
so self-righteous? Can’t you ever see the good side of
something?”
Why? I often wonder. Why am I such a doomsday
person? Why can’t I just enjoy myself and let the
world go to blazes? Whose life is it anyway? Mine?
Naa!
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Who are the Offenders of White-Collar Crimes?
BY ARUN R UPPONI
The anti-social activities of persons of the upper
strata or status, in their occupational activities, is
known as “white collar-crimes”. We saw, how certain
politicians, occupying high positions, as ministers,
such as, A. Raja, Kalmadi, Laloo Prasad, Jaya Lalita,
& Sukhram were arrested by CBI and finally jailed,
for committing corruption.
Blue Collar Crimes are traditional crimes like
burglary, robbery involving persons of lower socioeconomic status and are considered less dangerous
than white collar crimes.
Prof. Sudherland’s contribution in studying white
collar crimes is rather unmatched as he included
white collar crimes in criminology. However other
criminologists like Prof. Tappan, Hortung, Reckless
and Climand have also made research studies on
white collar crimes.
The main types of while collar crimes are frauds
in business, relating to sale of bonds, adulteration of
foods and drugs and black marketing, mal practices in
the medical profession, and bribery and graft by Public
Officers. Some of the white collar crimes, violating
penal law, are not handled by ordinary courts, but by
Commissioners or administrative bodies. In criminal
courts, the prosecution has to prove its case, beyond
any reasonable doubt. But administrative bodies are
not inhibited to such an extent, says Prof. Hortans,
in his book.
Author Reckless says that white-collar crimes are
weighty offences because they are legally prescribed
as socially harmful. Hence legal sections in the form
of various punishments are available to deal with
such crimes. Secondly, these crimes are directly
or indirectly connected with the production and
distribution of wealth and result in the culprits
pocketing big chunk of money, in development of
projects and so on.
Author Climond opines that white-collar offenders
go unpunished because of the cases are complex
and can only be examined by the concerned experts.
Secondly, the Public agencies of communication are
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controlled by businessmen and they can gag news of
their crimes. White collar scams give rise to financial
losses, to the Government, by tax-frauds. Trial Courts,
sometimes, award light punishment to white-collar
criminals, without realizing the gravity of their crimes.
Law Commission of India, in its 47 th report,
asserted that higher judiciary is fully alive to these
problems and seeks to curb the harm done by whitecollar offenders.
Court Rulings: In the food adulteration case,
(Loya Vs State of Maharashtra) the SC, held in
its ruling that it was the social mission of food laws
to enforce these and to fell a legal blow on food
adulterators.
Vivan Bose Commission: This was appointed to
probe into the working of 10 companies, in Dalmia
Jain Group. The commission found that there was
a loss of 3.5 crore of rupees, due to improper use of
funding of companies, by the management.
S a n t h a n a m Pa n e l : I t m a d e exc e l l e n t
recommendations to amend some of the relevant
laws, by the result of which greater powers
were conferred, on investigating officers and on
magistracy, enabling summary trials of white-collar
criminals, especially those involved in Foreign
Exchange violation Act, those earning black money,
by evading tax thus affecting the country’s economy
adversely.
Corruption among ministers, is rather more
dangerous, because the violations are committed
by those very persons who are expected to set the
norms of social and political conduct. The forms of
political corruption are grafts, violation of Election
laws and abuse of position, by dubiously associating
with businessmen.
In the Haridas Mundhra Scam, Justice M.C.
Chagla commission, which probed into the working
of Mundhra companies found that Mundhra looted
the country by getting LIC to buy Shares, in his
companies, by the influence of the then Finance
Minister, T.T. Krishnamachari.
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5th Death Anniversary – 29 August, 2015

“The most beautiful things in the world, cannot be seen or even touched, they
forever remain in our hearts”.
IN LOVING MEMORY OF

Mrs. Manjula Mohandas Bijoor
(Nee Padbidri – Daughter of
Late Vithal Ganesh Padbidri and
Late RukmaVithal Padbidri)
(23-11-1948 – 29-08-2010)
WE ALL MISS YOU
Fondly Remembered by:
Sangeeta, Chetan, Anand, Sheetal,Taejusvin,
Tanushree, Sargam, Nirmala and Nagendra.
Bijoors, Sashitals, Sajips, Padbidris,
Mallapurs, Hemmadys, Tallurs, Prabhakarans,
Manjeshwars, Ugrans, Kaikinis,
ZĞůĂƟǀĞƐĂŶĚ&ƌŝĞŶĚƐ͘

BIJOOR TOURS & TRAVELS – Your Travel Partners
Right Place > Right Time > Right Price
Contact us for of your Travel Requirements,
tĞĚĞĂůŝŶŽŽŬŝŶŐƐĨŽƌŽŵĞƐƟĐĂŶĚ/ŶƚĞƌŶĂƟŽŶĂůͲ
&ůŝŐŚƚƐ͕,ŽƚĞůƐ͕ĂƌŽŽŬŝŶŐƐ͕sŝƐĂƐ͕&ŽƌĞǆĞƚĐ͘
ƵƐƚŽŵŝƐĞĚŽŵĞƐƟĐĂŶĚ/ŶƚĞƌŶĂƟŽŶĂůdŽƵƌWĂĐŬĂŐĞƐ͘
Services – Personalised.
ZĞŐĚKĸĐĞ͗ϮϬϮ͕ƌĐŚĂŶĂ͕WůŽƚEŽϯϬϬ͕^ŚĞƌĞWƵŶũĂď^ŽĐŝĞƚǇ͕dŽůĂŶŝEĂŬĂ͕KīDĂŚĂŬĂůŝĂǀĞƐZŽĂĚ͕
Paradise Lane, Andheri East, Mumbai – 400093.
Be Connected – Anand Mohandas Bijoor – 09819339575 / 09833236326
Shailesh BijoorʹϬϵϴϵϮϬϲϳϰϳϰŵĂŝůƋƵĞƌŝĞƐƚŽƵƐĂƚ͗bijoortravels@gmail.com
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~~~~~~ Parisevanam ~~~~~~
PRARTHANA CHILDREN CELEBRATE
‘PARIJNA’ DAY!
NAMRATA GOLIKERI, Prarthana teacher from Talmakiwadi, Mumbai describes
how the joyous activities so thoughtfully woven around a unique theme enthralled
children at the Shiviram commemorating Guru Swami’s Janmadivas
A hundred-strong group (comprising 65 kids,
19 teachers, 13 parents, 3 invitees) attended the
Prarthana Shiviram at the Anandashram Math,
Khar on 7th June, 2015 to commemorate Pujya
Parijnanashram Swamiji III ’s 68th Janmadivas. The
setting for the shiviram was just perfect – end of a
long summer vacation, a day before the start of a
new academic year for most kids, and above all, the
eve of our beloved Parama Guru’s Janmadivas .All
these put together, made it a joyous occasion for the
children of the Mumbai Prarthana Varga to meet and
experience enjoyable moments through fun-filled
activities and games.
The befitting theme for this annual-day Shiviram
was based on ‘Parijna’- the Parijnan Foundation’s
popular series of animal stories for children. All
activities of the day were centered on this theme.
The shiviram commenced with deepa prajvalan
and chanting of the Sabha Prarambha Prarthana and
Parijnanashram Trayodashi. Sujata Haldipur pachi
and Sandhya Nayel pachi welcomed the kids and
briefed them on the genesis of this special event

and the activities that were planned for the day.
The first session had Yogasana-s taught by Bhavika
Bhasin, a trainer from the Yoga Insitute, Santacruz.
Children were introduced to asana-s drawn from
animal -postures. Bhavika pachi explained in detail
how the rishis of yore observed their surroundings
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and thus it was from Mother Nature’s creations
that the asana-s evolved. Children were taught the
Butterfly pose, the Cow- Face pose (Goumukh asana),
Lion pose (Simha asana), Camel pose(Ushtraasana),
the Cobra pose (Bhujangaasana), the Rabbit pose
(Shashaankaasana), Crocodile pose(Makaraasana)
and the Fish pose (Matsyaasana). She concluded the
session with a lovely song, which the children happily
repeated after her.
After breakfast, it was time for Puppet making
led by Kavita Samsi
pachi assisted by
Shilpa Mudur
pachi. Children
were divided into
5 groups and
each group had to
make an animal
p u p p e t . Ka v i t a
pachi’s meticulous
planning ensured that children assembled or stuck
together the pre-cut pieces given to them and
used their creativity in decorating the puppets with
colours. It was heartening to see kids happily bent
over their craftwork and also helping each other.
The groups made Snake Head Bands, Elephant Caps,
Turtle Hand Puppets, Bee and Butterfly hand rings
and Monkey Masks. At the end of the session, the
kids proudly displayed their creation. Yes, this activity
was a big hit!
Now that the body puppets were ready, it was
time to put them to use. Dramatization from the
Parijna book-Chintu’s Nose and another adapted story
(The Proud King Cobra) was the next session led by
Deepa Savkur pachi and Poornima Balsekar pachi.
Deepa and Poornima pachi-s briefed the kids on
the storyline, dialogues, expressions, entry and exit.
Within few minutes, the bright bunch put up the skit
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~~~~~~ Parisevanam ~~~~~~

using their puppets as props and saying their lines in
chaste Konkani!
There was a role for nearly every kid. While
the youngest buzzed around (using their bee finger
rings) as bees rushing from the hive to sting the
proud snake, the older ones delivered dialogues. The
impromptu performance was truly brilliant!
The next session which had the children putting
on their thinking caps was a ‘vimarsh’ conducted
by Namrata Golikeri. The topic of discussion was
the ‘Monkey Mind’. Children described the lessons
learnt and the strength and qualities of the animals
they had encountered during the play. They came
up with their thoughts on the characteristics of a
monkey, why the mind was likened to a monkey,
how the mind can be used effectively, when it is
more focused, the qualities they admired in the
monkey -God Hanuman and also how attending the
Prarthana class helped foster good qualities. After all
that exercise of body and mind, it was time for some
delicious lunch!
‘Game’ time by Aparna Betrabet pachi made
sure that the tasty food did not make kids doze
off! It was an action game wherein children had to
either scratch their heads , flap their hands, or sway
their hand to depict a monkey, turtle and elephant
respectively as Aparna pachi called out the names
of the animal to be portrayed. The next game was
‘tumbling animals’ in which children had to arrange
paper cups with pictures of animals in a triangular
stack - the group finishing stacking and re-stacking
the cups first won the game. The Math courtyard
resounded with the yells of kids cheering away in
support of their respective groups!
The next activity was ‘quiz’ time by Padmini
Balsekar pachi. Children were again assigned to
groups. Konkani equivalents for animals, vaahan-s of
different Gods and Goddesses, ingredients that made
up panchamrut and many such questions were posed
to increase the knowledge-bank about our culture,
language and heritage. Each group vied to outdo
the other, but the truth was – they were all winners!
Children were then treated to videos by Smita
Nagarkatte pachi on fact files from the Parijna series
about ‘Olive Ridley turtles’, elephants and monkeys.
They were also shown videos by Maithili Padukone
on the Kar-Seva Shibir and Yuvadhara’s Kanakanjali
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tribute video to Pujya Sadyojat Shankarashram
Swamiji .. all of which told the children that even
after the Prarthana years were over there would be
many more ways of offering seva and strengthening
connection with the Math as part of the Yuvadhara.
The session ended with a beautiful slide-show
compiled by Yuva Maithili Padukone of Parama Pujya
Parijnanashram Swamiji III’s compassion towards
animals.
Kanaka Shirali, a Prarthana student from Khar
Sabha who will now be graduating to Yuvadhara shared
her experience of attending Prarthana- varg. Enjoy
being a Prarthana student because the learning you
take away from each class is priceless, she said.
Like a shower of grace and blessings, Mumbai’s
first rains then descended, much to the glee of all the
children and adults alike. Children excitedly rushed
to the courtyard to soak in the first shower and only
the lure of the yummy
cake baked by Yuva
Dhanashree Mallapur
got all the children back
inside the Math.
Cake cutting and
lighting of the lamp
was done amidst JaiJaikaar-s and chanting
of the bhajan ‘Koti Koti
Shata Pranam.....’
After polishing off
the delicious snacks and
cake, the Sabha Samaapti
Prarthana was chanted
to formally conclude the
shiviram. Mumbai Chitrapur Prarthana was pleased
to have Archana Savnal pachi(one of the writers
of the Parijna series) Chetana Kadle pachi(editor of
the Parijna series) and Sudhir Balwally maam at the
shiviram!
The shiviram was the happy result of the team
work of all teachers from the Prarthana ‘family’,
Mumbai. The day’s activities were lovingly planned
by Smita Nagarkatte pachi, Sujata Haldipur pachi,
Sandhya Nayel pachi and Sangeeta Kalyanpur pachi
to introduce our culture and heritage and cement
human values through fun-filled activities.
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Personalia
Neena Hemmady was recently promoted into
the position of Vice President,
Enterprise Risk Management for
Exelon Corporation. Exelon is a
Chicago-based energy company
with $24.9 billion in annual
revenue and involved in all
aspects of the energy industry
from electricity generation,
transmission and distribution,
and retail sales. In this role,
Neena will be responsible for
overseeing and managing all of Exelon’s non-trading
related risks to ensure safe and smooth operations.
Neena’s background is in environmental engineering
and she has been with the company for 17 years. Neena
is the daughter of Nayan and late Jayant Hemmady
of Chicago.
Dr. Rohan Ranjan Adur, son of Dr. Ranjan
Mohan and Veena Adur (Nee Bijoor), grandson
of Shri Mohan Narayan Adur
and Geeta Adur completed his
Masters in Physics & Astonomy
from University College London
in 2006. From 2007 onwards he
pursued his studies in America
to complete his PhD in Physics
(electro-magnetism) at Ohio
State University Columbus
USA, his other interests being
nanotechnology. He is now doing his Post Doctorate at
Ohio State University Columbus USA. We celebrated
his wedding to Mala Carrico last year and they have
been blessed with a baby daughter, Meena, on 22nd
June 2015.
Ila Gokarn is set to graduate from Singapore
Management University in July with a Bachelors
of Science in Information Systems. Her main
concentration over the last four years has been in the
field of Business Intelligence and Analytics with her
senior research paper in the field of Text Mining and
Analytics.
Ila has been the recipient of three scholarships in
2011, 2013 and 2014, and was recently awarded the
SAS - Student Ambassador Award 2015 through
which she presented her research on feature extraction
and text mining at the SAS Global Forum held in
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Dallas, Texas, USA from 2629 April 2015. Ila’s session in
the conference was selected to
be livecast to all professionals,
academics and researchers
who could not attend the
conference. Previously, she also
presented another research
paper on social media tools
for knowledge management
in companies at the Undergraduate Conference
for Information Systems held at Carnegie Mellon
University in Pittsburgh, USA. In addition to research
work, she was the President of a Special Interest Group
for Analytics in the university through which she set
up links between the university and various industry
leaders in Analytics, along with a social initiative
called Analytics for Social Good. Through this
program, students in conjunction with companies can
experience pro-bono analytics consulting for nearly
400 charities regulated by the National Council for
Social Service of Singapore.
In recognition of all her work and achievements,
Ila has been a featured student of the School of
Information Systems in Singapore Management
University and has given many talks to prospective
students and their parents, written blog posts for the
school and also been the subject of Featured News on
the university news stream. Upon graduation, Ila plans
to join Cisco Systems in Singapore as an Associate
Systems Engineer.
Ila is the eldest daughter of Nitin and Shreela
Gokarn and grand daughter of Premi and Srinath Ullal,
and Ramesh and late Meera Gokarn.
Mallika Gokarn has just completed her Grade XII
from Delhi Public School,
R. K. Puram. She has
secured foreign admissions
to study Computer Science
in 7 top Universities
across the globe with
scholarships and awards.
She has chosen to study
at Singapore Management
University’s B.Sc. course
in Information Systems
Management with a
second major in Finance.
During her 12 th Grade, she was awarded with
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two gold medals for excellence in academics and
music for the period 2009-14. In recognition of
her all round capabilities she was awarded the G
Bhaskar Memorial award by the school for being an
exceptional student. Her work ethics, multi faceted
personality, organizational and leadership skills have
been recognized. An all rounder in academics and
extracurricular activities and a leader who motivates
her peers she was appointed as ‘Head Girl’ in her school
and she represented her school at the National level
“Young leaders conclave” held in August 2014.
She is a trained professional classical dancer in the
Lucknow Gharana of Kathak and holds a diploma in
the art form. She garnered appreciation in the Japanese
national dailies that covered her dance performances
in Japan. Mallika is also a proficient contra alto singer
and has performed as a member of the school choir
throughout her school years. She was the only student
selected by the Embassy of Japan to represent her
school at the JENESYS exchange program in Japan,
conducted by Japan International Cooperation Centre.
Mallika is the second daughter of Nitin Gokarn and
Shreela Gokarn. She is the grand-daughter of Ramesh
and (Late ) Meera Gokarn and Srinath and Premi Ullal.
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 Repatriation of Sale Proceeds of Immovable Property in India by NRI/PIO up to USD 1 Million per
Person per Financial Year i.e. April to March under FEMA
 Permanent Account Number Card (PAN Card) for Indian Citizen, NRI/PIO & Foreign Citizen issued by
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 E Stamping

Contact : Rajaram (Raja) D. Pandit
Address:- 3-5/22, Talmakiwadi CHS Ltd, Tardeo Road, Mumbai 400007.
Landline: 022-23811583, Mobile: 9821049688 Email : rajadpandit@gmail.com
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Down Memory Lane

Legacy of Shri Sadguru’s Grace
NANDAN S. UBHAYAKER
History shows unbelievable events in the lives
of many people due to Shri Sadguru’s Grace which
remain in fond memory worthy of publication.
My father, late Shri Shanker Mangesh Ubhayaker,
was the Weaving Master in Modern Mills near
Mahalaxmi Station, Mumbai. Somewhere in 195153, one fateful morning at about 6:30am on his way
to duty, he was brutally assaulted with iron rods by
4-5 workers in a dispute to which he was not a party.
In this murderous attack, the gang caused a broken
skull and leg injuries. In spite of profuse bleeding,
he managed to grab an iron-rod from one of the
assailants, and swinging it drove them helter-skelter.
He walked till the gate of the textile mill, heavily
bleeding, and then fainted. On the hospital bed
even in that emergency situation, he told that the
Sadguru’s Grace had prevented his death by giving
him supernatural strength. He then identified the
assailants in the police enquiry.
In the meanwhile, doctors were unable to contain
the infection in the deep wound of the head. During
this anxious period for our family members, late Sir
Vithal N. Chandavarkar, Managing Director of N.
Sirur & Sons Pvt Ltd, told his company secretary late
Shri Koppikar that repeatedly over a period of some
nights in his sleep “One bright Sanyasi urges me to
save our Weaving Master’s Life”. After this, his friend
Dr. Baliga, a leading surgeon took this precarious case
and managed to stop pus formation and repaired my
father’s skull. After a full recovery, my father, with
my mother, paid a visit and gave a vivid account of
the events to H. H. Shrimad Anandashram Swamiji
and thanked Shri Sadguru for saving his life. With
His sweet smile, Swamiji said that his (my father)
faith in Lord Shri Bhavanishankar made this possible.
Later on, it was learnt that Sir V. N. Chandavarkar
had H. H. Shri Anandashram Swamiji’s darshan in
his dreams. The “bright Sanyasi” was in fact Poojya
Swamiji Himself. In gratitude my father composed a
Kirtan on the holy life and incidents of H. H. Shrimad
Anandashram Swamiji and performed his first ever
Kirtan at Talmakiwadi. That evening, Swamiji
skipped His usual evening stroll and sat throughout
the Kirtan performance, which gave confidence
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to the budding Kirtankaar. In the audience were
stalwarts like H. Shanker Rao, Padukone Atmaram,
S. L.Hemmady. Later in life he performed Kirtans and
Pravachans of many Saints. He left this world in the
year 1987 having bequeathed on his family deep love
and reverence for our Holy Guruparampara.
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Smt. Suman Durgadas Kadle
(nee Kalyanpur)
Left for her heavenly abode on 10-7-2015
Remembered by:
Sharad and Usha Kalyanpur
Radhika & Shrirang Chittar
Padmaja & Raghunandan Shirali
Rithika & Rithesh Nair
Priyanka , Advait , Manasi
All near and dear ones.
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Karunashtake by Swami Ramdas - VI
KRISHNANAD MANKIKAR
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1st DEATH ANNIVERSARY

&
70TH BIRTHDAY REMEMBRANCE

Archana Dayanand Kodange
(nee Manelkar)

(7th September 1944 to 30th July 2014)

Greatly missed and fondly
remembered by:
Husband : Dayanand (Dayyu)
Sons : Ashish and Amit
Daughter in law: Aditi
Granddaughters: Anjali and Arya
Sisters: Suman and Surekha, Brothers,
All near and dear relatives and friends
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The Young Viewpoint

Vibhav Shirali’s unforgettable Melbourne Trip
Vibhav Shirali, is a Yuva from the Australia-New
Zealand Sabha. At the young age of 21 he is already a
licensed pilot. He shares with us some excerpts from his
experience of a solo 1000km flight!
Monday 28th July 2014
Bankstown – Albury (YSBK – YMAY)
The morning sky was absorbed by the pink glow
of the rising sun, as I turned into the university’s
parking slots. I grabbed my clothes, flight and headset
bags, and entered the hangar, ready to commence the
planning of this flight. After placing my bags into one
of the flight planning rooms, I ran outside to help
the others pull the aeroplanes out of the hangar,
ready for a long day of navigation flying. Once that
was complete, I logged into one of the computers
and printed a copy of the day’s weather forecast. It
looked perfect for visual flight – cloud at intermediate
heights, mostly clear sky above and the temperature
wasn’t very cold. However, the turbulence strength
was listed as ‘moderate’ – nothing to worry about,
but discomfort was going to be inevitable. Over the
next 2 hours we completed all of our planning and
pre-flight assessments of our aircraft, and prepared
for departure.
Climbing out of Bankstown Airport, I noticed
that the clouds above the ranges (Blue Mountains)
were quite low. ‘Here comes the first challenge of the
day’, I thought as I throttled back and levelled off
at 4500ft, above Camden Airport. I tuned into the
public frequency 123.45MHz (we call it ‘numbers’)
and chatted with one of my mates who was flying on
this trip with me. We shared our thoughts about the
cloud ahead, and continued to push on. Everything
seemed to be going fine for the time being. We had
no idea that this would turn out to be one of the most
challenging flights of our lives….
Tuesday 29th July 2014
Moorabbin – Albury (YMMB – YKTN)
[incomplete leg]
At 5am the next morning, I vaguely remember my
phone telling me that it was about 5°C. We had only
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2 hours to be completely prepared, which included
packing up our things and planning our flight home.
We had been warned by numerous people yesterday,
that there was a giant cold front approaching from
over the ocean to the South, and that we would have
to depart very early, in order to ensure that we would
beat it back home. I knew already, that this day was
going to be a challenge and a half. Though, as the
sun began to rise, we could see only clear skies from
our hotel balcony. It looked like it may not be too bad
after all. As we planned our flights and calculated our
expected speeds on each flying leg after gathering the
wind data for the day, we came across our first hurdle.
The winds were stronger than yesterday! AND it was
mostly a headwind! This was terrible. The fastest
speed that we calculated was only 102kts! I had an
uneasy feeling in my stomach whilst finishing off my
flight plan (and it was only 6:30am).
I lined up on the runway and departed second. The
headwind was so strong (25kts) that by the time I was
halfway down the 1100m runway, I was already at
500ft and turning to the West, to depart Moorabbin’s
airspace boundary. I tracked towards the ocean, and
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then followed the coastline all the way across the face
of Melbourne’s CBD. There was moderate turbulence
already, however, the weather looked okay for now.
The cloud base was at 4500ft, which left enough room
for us to fly beneath it, as we were only at 2500ft. The
next half an hour was simply stunning. We flew right
past Melbourne city, and just as I was passing the
CBD, I saw an Aerolineas Argentinas Airbus A340
departing Melbourne Tullamarine airport (I heard
the pilots on the radio as well). Amazing!
***
Around 20 minutes later, as I flew overhead
Bacchus Marsh - a small town approximately 30
nautical miles to the west of Melbourne, a giant wall
of low cloud lay dead ahead. It was un-forecast fog
lifting off the higher terrain (between Bacchus Marsh
and Bendigo, there was a small range of higher terrain,
at an elevation of around 2400ft maximum). This was
not good. I determined that there was no way I was
going to fly over this, and that there was just enough
of a gap to fly beneath the cloud layer. I had to get to
Bendigo at least, as I could land there safely and wait
for the cloud to lift high - that was my plan for now.
I descended to 2900ft, and maintained a separation
of 500ft from the ground, which is the minimum
height at which we can fly above the ground. This
was really skimming it now. My heart was racing,
I could feel my breath intensifying in my headset
mic. The other two who were about 20 minutes
behind me and were just passing Melbourne, asked
what our situation was….I could only respond with
a grunt, as at that exact moment, I was hammered
by a gust of turbulence! Now this was even more
intense than yesterday’s bumps. My head smashed
the roof, pushing my headset off and flinging my
glasses onto the floor. All of my navigation equipment
went crashing all over the cockpit. In fact, I initially
thought that I had hit a bird or something and my
engine was failing, because the engine made a sudden
whooshing sound, followed by an explosive bang! The
seatbelt luckily held me into my seat – I don’t want
to think of what would have happened if my seatbelt
had not been fastened. After around 10 minutes of
horribly bumpy, low-level, minimal-visibility flying,
I approached a small township named Kyneton – I
had in fact kept this town as a back-up in case of
any urgency or emergency that would require an
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immediate landing. This situation, despite being
completely controlled, was posing to be a serious
challenge!
As I turned onto the final approach leg, I noticed
that the wind was so strong that I was coming in
extremely slow (my groundspeed was only 64kts), so I
kept the power up during the landing. My landing was
smooth and I back-tracked and taxied off the runway
onto the gravel taxiway (bad for the propellers, but
I had no choice). What a relief…for now. That was
too close a situation for my liking, but for the time
being, I was on the ground, the aeroplane was not
damaged and most importantly, I was safe.
Little did I know that the situation was only going
to become murkier throughout the day.
***
After parking the aeroplane in the grass next to a
few others that were tied down (and looked like they
had been unused for some time), the rain showers
that were closing in from the North, began to unload
overhead. For 10 minutes it absolutely poured down
rain, large droplets hammered the windscreen and
created a drumming sound that prevented me from
any sort of peaceful silence. After the rain subsided,
I climbed out of my aeroplane, only to realise to
my horror, that the front wheel was bogged. The
damp conditions had softened the mud underneath
the grass, and the heavy, passing shower had only
worsened the situation. To provide an accurate
description, I could only see the top half of my nosewheel protruding from the muddy grass (the wheel is
approximately a foot in diameter). This was a disaster!
I decided to check out the aerodrome and see if there
was anyone around that would be able to help me out.
The aerodrome was completely deserted! Not a
single human being around – the only company I
had was a flock of sheep and two cows in a paddock
behind the aerodrome. I then walked over to the
open hangar, to see if I could devise a plan to un-bog
my aeroplane.
It started bucketing down rain again – this time for
half an hour. As I sat around in the hangar (at a small
wooden desk with a chair next to it), I decided to call
my flying school and inform them of my situation.
Surprisingly, the instructor that picked up the phone
was very understanding and told me that he would
discuss with the Chief Flying Instructor and return
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my call with instructions. As I awaited his call, I
managed to find a few planks of wood, most probably
from some unused table that had been scrapped and
shredded. I had a plan that could work! If I could
lift the nose-wheel out of the ditch in which it was
stuck, I would be able to slot the plank underneath
and un-bog the aeroplane. It was a sketchy plan, but
desperate times call for desperate measures. If I could
fix up this situation in minimal time, I could possibly
depart and try to make my way home, if not at least
to Bendigo, a much larger airport nearby.
With all of the strength that I could generate, I
lifted the nose wheel, kicked two planks underneath
to cover the ditch, and lowered the nose-wheel back
onto the planks. It worked! The aeroplane was out
of the mud! This was fantastic…Now I just had to
check the state of my main wheels. They didn’t seem
bogged earlier, however I suspected that over the last
two hours that I had been here, the weight of the
aeroplane may have possibly sunken them into the
ground slightly. I walked over to the main gear, and
crouched down to inspect their state. Unfortunately,
my suspicion was correct. The main wheels were
sitting on the surface of the grass, however, just by
looking at it, I was able to tell that the surface was
not very solid – in fact, it seemed quite soft. I felt a
drop on my neck, only to look up and realise that
the heavy rain shower was almost at the aerodrome.
I had to get back to the hangar – there was no point
getting wet, as it didn’t seem like I was going to get
out of here for at least a little while longer.
Whilst waiting for the rain to subside, I called
the school and told the same instructor that I was
successful in un-bogging the nose-wheel, however
I felt that if I tried to power up the aeroplane and
taxi it back onto the gravel, the main wheels would
dig into the mud. He said that based on the photos
I had sent him (and after discussing with the Chief
Flying Instructor and a few others), powering up and
attempting to taxi out of the grass was going to be
my best option. I didn’t like the idea though – my gut
feeling told me that it would only make things worse.
I told them that I would follow their instructions as
soon as the rain showers end. This one did end up
being a longer one than the previous shower, and
ended up lasting just under an hour.
As the last of the rain shower passed by overhead, I
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walked back out to my aeroplane, inspected the main
wheels again, and climbed into the cockpit. ‘Alright,
here goes’ I thought, as I powered up the aeroplane. I
gently advanced the throttle lever, and felt the plane
begin to roll forward slightly. This was working. ‘Keep
going…come on…’ I kept telling myself. I continued
to advance the throttle until I was almost in the
full throttle position. Suddenly the plane came to
a stop. Oh no. This couldn’t be happening. I shut
down the aeroplane immediately and climbed out,
only to see that the main wheels had sunken into the
mud – almost as deep as the nose-wheel had earlier
on. I knew this would happen! Also, without any
warning, it just started bucketing down rain again!
This was bad. I was getting soaked, and there was
no way I would be able to lift the main wheels out of
the mud, as they carry most of the plane’s weight. I
called the school immediately and told the instructor
about what had happened. He swore at himself in
frustration……
(Continued)

|| Om Shree Ganeshaya Namaha ||

CANARA GRUHA UDYOG
31, Canara House, 3rd Floor, Karnataka Society, Mogul
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Kiddies’ Corner

A Story that changed everything..
%\6KORND0DQRM5DR <UV ,OOLQRLV8SA
A lot of stories begin with “Once upon a time
etc etc happened” but this is not a fairytale,
far from it. This story is about me; Larry Von
Cheesepuff. I am the tinniest skinniest weakest
little mouse known to Mouse kind and I live in
the grand city of Cheddarville.
But don’t be disappointed because this story
is about danger, adventure and most of all
about believing in yourself!
It all started at the Swiss Orphanage where
I was an orphan rodent. It was a time when
the most popular sport was “Cat Bait”. It was
a dangerous sport where a mouse needed big
muscles and strength to participate in the sport.
The one and only rule of the sport was to run
round and round as fast as one mouse could
to make the catdizzy and then run in through
the gate of Cheddarville (which humans refer
to as a mouse hole) and get the cat’s head
stuck there. The winner mouse would then be
awarded a bucketful of cheeseballs which they
would sit and eat in front of the stuck cat. The
humans however would ruin things for us mice
by freeing the cat from the wedge. But till then
it was great fun to watch her wiggle and hiss
and try to free herself to pounce on her captor.
It was quite a show and the winners would
then compete again one last time to win against
the meanest ugliest ferocious cat; Jasmine to
win the Championship!
The champion cat trapper at that time was
Chester Gorgonzola and the town square had
a big banner saying “Good Job Gorgonzola”.
Although Chester was an arrogant and snotty
mouse he was the star of Cheddarville and
was treated like one too. I too like many other
mice dreamed of being like him “Cat Trapper
Champion”.
But the reality was that, I was just a weak
little orphan mouse. How could I be a champion
anything?
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Swiss Orphanage was run by Taylor
Gorgonzola. She was the sweetest mouse
lady you have ever seen and she treated all us
orphans with the same love and care like we
were her own children. I loved her very much
and called her “Mom”.
One day Mom and I were eating dinner, when
between my slurps I heard a sigh then another.
I looked up from my bowl of yummy cheesy
spaghetti and saw that Mom was staring
at a picture she was holding and sighing.
“Who‘s picture is that, Mom?” I asked. Mom
said “That’s me when I was younger. I was a
Champion Cat trapper. Such good days they
were..ohhh how I miss the fun and excitement
of those day.” I sat there gaping and my spoon
IHOORXWP\KDQGZLWKDOLWWOHWKXGRQWKHÀRRU
I quickly picked up the spoon and wiped my
mouth, I was done eating spaghetti this news
was far more interesting.
Mom did not seem to have noticed all this
she was still in the trance staring at the picture
of her younger self holding the championship
banner. I said” Mom, I too have a dream to
become a Champion cat trapper and make you
proud. So will you help me?” “Why of course,
Larry” Mom said smiling “I will ask my brother
to help train you, you know he trained me too.”
The next day there was a big burly mouse
at the breakfast table. OH MY WORD..It was
Chester. Chester was Mom’s brother! It all
seemed to make sense, how could I have not
seen the resemblance!
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Chester was so nice not at all like how the
newspapers and magazines said he was.Mom
joined us for breakfast and told Chester all
about my dream to be a cat trapper. Chester
said “Well, my boy. Training for Cat Bait is hard
work and many many hours of practice. Are
you ready for all this?” I knew that this was my
moment, there was no turning back now “Yes
Chester, I promise to do my best and I will not
give up no matter what.” Mom just beamed and
smiled her sweetest smile at me and I knew in
that moment that I had to do this for her more
than for myself.
For 5 years Chester and Mom trained me
and taught me all the techniques to dodge the
gigantic claws of the cat. They made me dodge
with robotic cat paws while running on cream
cheese so I had to slip and slide and still get
away from those paws. Phewww..that was
HARD WORK just like Chester had said. But it
was all worth it! Chester and Mom entered me
in a few of the smaller Cat Bait competitions
outside Cheddarville so I would learn the sport
with smaller kittens and prepare myself for
Jasmine, The Ferocious Cat. Finally the day
came when I was ready for the big Cheddarville
Cat Bait Competition.
Although fearful of disappointing Mom and
of course of ‘DEATH’, I knew that winning this
championship would mean so much. It would
allow every orphan in Swiss Orphanage to
believe in themselves. To believe that even if
you are an orphan you can still make things
happen for yourself!
On the day of the competition, I was ready
and was told that I was contestant number 3.
7KH¿UVWFRQWHVWDQWZDV&KULV0F6ZLVVPDQ
He walked with his big chest puffed out, but
as soon as he was out the Cheddarville gates
‘SWOOOSSH’ Jasmine just swiped her big paw
and gobbled him up in one big gulp! My heart
almost leaped out of my body when I saw that.
Next to go was Simon Cheddarpaw. The poor
guy didn’t even get out the gates all the way
before he was swopped up and met the same
end as the other mouse. 2 down, I was next,
my heart was racing by now. As soon as they
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called out my name, I was shaking all over but I
was not going to give up..not now. I told myself
“Larry you can do this!”
I cautiously peeped through the gates..so
far so good..no cat anywhere. I walked out
the gates cautiously and BOOM right in front
of me Jasmine stood. Her face inches away
from my body. She was just waiting for me to
move so she could enjoy swiping me up. Quick
DVDÀDVK,MXVWVKRWOLNHDURFNHWIURPULJKW
under her just like Chester had taught me. I ran
round and round the room not really knowing
what next to do and too scared to look back.
Jasmine now mad with me for having tricked
her ran after me, I darted here and there and
missed her gigantic paws each time. I knew
I couldn’t keep running and had to think of
something else.
Just then I had a brilliant idea, from the corner
of my eye I saw Jasmine’s ball of yarn. I caught
the end of the yarn and ran in and around
Jasmine paws making sure I tightened the
loop every time. Once I was sure I had looped
enough yarn around her paws I knew it was
time to reel in the bait and this time it was not
I who would be ‘CAT BAIT’ but Jasmine was
about to be ‘MOUSE BAIT’. Jasmine came
down with a big thud on the ground. She was
so dazed from the running and the falling was
knocked out cold!
Although I didn’t exactly get her head stuck
in the gate, she was not going anywhere with
that yarny mess holding her paws up!
I walked with my head held high to cheers
and applause!! I was the ‘CAT TRAPPER
CHAMPION’ for real! Mom and Chester were
right there beside me when I got my trophy and
rode with me on the Cheddar Express all the
way to Swiss Orphanage.
So friends, this is my story! Was that fun or
what!!
So always remember to believe in yourself
and believe that you are capable of doing BIG
things even if you are LITTLE!!
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Celebrating 25 years of togetherness
³$VXFFHVVIXOPDUULDJHUHTXLUHVIDOOLQJLQORYHPDQ\WLPHVDOZD\VZLWKWKHVDPHSHUVRQ´

07.05.1990 – 07.05.2015

Sanjay Kabad with Kalpana Kabad (nee Basrur)
Dear Mom and Dad,
Over the years amidst your busy schedules – Dad’s relentless efforts and Mom’s dedicated work towards children
you still found the time to make each other feel special for 25 long years. I feel proud, ecstatic and inspired. I pray to
Lord Bhavanishankar and our Holy Guru Parampara to bless you with many more years of Health, Prosperity and Joy.
May Silver turn into Gold.
Happy 25th Wedding Anniversary
Your loving son,
Shivranjan

Four Generations

/WR5 )URQWURZ 6XQDQGD0DYLQNXUYH 0DWHUQDO*UHDW*UDQQ\ 
Suman Nadkarni (Grand Mother), Shruthi Ketepalle - Nadkarni (Mother)
with Baby Shreya Ketepalle, Shanthi Nadkarni (Paternal Grandmother)
%DFNURZ.DUWKHHN.HWHSDOOH %DE\¶V)DWKHU  $QDQG1DGNDUQL *UDQG)DWKHU
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“I -------------- WE”
“Haanv – Aammi”
By Parama Pujya Swami Parijnanashram III
(Part 10)
Here is the tenth excerpt of the ongoing
serialization of our
Parama Guru - Parijnanashram Swamiji’s
insightful, multi-layered spiritual narrative.
We present Guru Swami’s original,
hand-written manuscript in Konkani along
with Dr. Sudha Tinaikar’s
in-depth commentary
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“I -------------- WE”
“Haanv – Aammi”
By Parama Pujya Swami Parijnanashram III
(Original in Konkani)

ENGLISH TRANSLATION AND EXPLANATORY NOTES BY DR. SUDHA TINAIKAR
“Thank God, you are alive!” my mother said
and pulling me towards her, hugged me.
I was shedding tears which were a mixed reaction to the comedy of the enacted scene, the
happiness of getting the permission for sanyâsa and
my mother’s helplessness. All the people gathered
there must have also seen the tears in my eyes.
Human beings are so strongly bound by desire
that they are ready to believe in anything for the
IXOÀOOPHQWRIWKDWGHVLUH7KH\HYHQIRUJHWWKHLU
own selves and fail to see reason at that time. The
desire may be right or wrong, that makes no differHQFH)RUWKHVDNHRIIXOÀOOLQJRQHVWURQJGHVLUH
they may forget all the other desires cherished by
them.
In this situation which was more of an illusion
than reality, the strong desire for my life made my
mother forget all her other desires of seeing me
married, her being taken care of me and so on.
At that very time I was ready to break away from
her strong desires because of my single and strong
desire of taking to the sanyâsa way of life.
Just as she had given up all the desires for that
one desire to see me alive, I too had given up all
my worldly desires for that one goal which was
my priority (… and that was to take up sanyasa,
take instructions under Govinda Bhagawadpâda
Âcharya and know the ultimate Truth). I was now
free to walk that path which I had found long ago
in my meditation. On that day I had given up the
adhikâra (right) to perform various karmâs (rituals
as a vaidika) to attain happiness in this world and
the world after, of my own accord and gladly too!
Duryodhana says in the Mahâbhârata—‘There
is someone who is sitting in my heart and directing
me to do what I am doing’. This is so true! If the
whole creation is looked at carefully, every form
RIOLIHLVSURJUHVVLQJLQLWVOLIHLQDGHÀQLWHPDQQHU
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There is something which is binding each and every
thing with its presence. It cannot be seen, nor can
it be grasped, but it pushes everything to its logical
end. I was aware of such a single sûtra (thread)
which guided and gave shape to every moment,
considering all the possible consequences.
Notes:
In Mahâbhârata, Duryodhana, the villain of the plot,
is also an educated, samskrita purusha. He also knows
that some of his actions towards his own cousins are not in
keeping with dharma. He says that “Jânâmi dharmam,
jânâmi adharmam cha, kenâpi devena hrdi sthithena yathâ niyuktosmi tathâ karomi”. Duryodhana is
only playing a role in the entire Mahâbhârata. All the
characters are nimitta mâtra, directed by some unseen
force towards what has to ultimately happen. Does this
mean that the human being does not have any free will?
The discussion on “free will or fate” is out of context
here. What Swâmiji wants to convey here is that the
whole creation with all its Jîvâ-s is moving towards its
logical end and everyone is directed and pushed by that
divine thread which makes every individual play his role
in the drama of life.
“I” am in this body….who is this “I”? Could
this “I” be the Jîva? It cannot be - because in deep
sleep, the feeling of “I” is not present. However, the
body is kept alive by the breathing activity. Then
could this “I” be Îshwara - the Lord of the Jîva?
It cannot be - because this “I” does not have the
total freedom “to do”, “not to do” or “do it otherwise”. If it was possible, then that “I” could have
had the freedom to change things in this creation
by his mere wish! This is not so. So what is that
reality - that Lord who resides in me? What are
the means which will help me know this reality?
I was literally getting mad thinking about this
“I”. I was already studying those scriptures and
Bhagawad Gîta seriously, ruminating over what I
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had gathered very seriously and also contemplating
upon it all the time.
Notes:
When one says “I”, it includes the insentient bodymind-sense complex (Anâtma) and the consciousness
principle Âtma or Sâkshi-chaitanya). The Anâtma
being insentient (jada) is incapable of any action. The
Âtma being akartâ-abhoktâ (neither a doer nor enjoyer)
is not capable of any transaction. It is a very peculiar
mixture called “ahankâra” which actually is the doer, seer,
listener, enjoyer, observer etc. According to the scriptures,
the Sâkshi-chaitanya âtma automatically gets reflected
in the buddhi of every Jîva. This reflection is called the
“Chidâbhâsa”. It is this Chidâbhâsa which lends the
existence and consciousness to the inert body-mind complex. The Chidâbhâsa with the body-mind complex is
actually the Jîva. The Jîvatvam gives the separateness
and individuality “I” and which is the actual doer of all
actions. It is the reflected consciousness that really runs
the individual activities. So this Chidâbhâsa sahita
buddhi is the one which is causing all the confusion. Selfknowledge involves understanding that the Chidâbhâsa
is an ephemeral reality (mithya) and that Sâkshi-chaitanya in its pure and pristine form is the real “I”. This
knowledge can be had only from the scriptures, explained
by a Guru. The listener of this knowledge has to do a lot
of sâdhanâ in the form of shravana (consistent listening
to the scriptures for a considerable length of time through
a competent Achârya), manana (process of ruminating
over what is heard to remove the possible doubts) and
nidhidhyâsana (contemplation on that knowledge till it
becomes the truth for the sâdhaka).
The good values that one has inherited from
childhood help one towards a fruitful life. Similarly
the environment at home and neighborhood also
contributes towards certain attitudes in a person. I
had developed an extreme detachment to the worldly objects and happiness from them due to these
very factors. This value of vairâgya or detachment
steered my future life as a sanyâsi and to know that
Truth. The Upanishads command “Wake up, get up,
seek the best among men and learn from them”. I
had started on my journey for the very same reason,
WRÀQGWKDW7UXWKZKLFKLVLQDQGWKURXJKHYHU\WKLQJ
- yet unaffected by any thing.
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Notes:
Kathopanishad has a beautiful verse which says that
every human being is fortunate to be born as a human.
This is the only life form which is capable of understanding
this Truth which is imminent in everything, at the same
time transcends every thing. The Upanishad literally
wakes up humanity which is in the slumber of delusion and
says “Uttishthata, jâgrata, prâpya varân nibodhata”.
It also says that if one misses the chance to know this
Truth in this life, it is a terrible waste of life (mahatee
vinasha). Kenopanishad also has the same mantra.
This shows the importance and urgency of knowing the
nature of Myself - as urgent as… if your hair was on fire!
(To be continued…)
EXAMINATION RESULTS
Students who have passed in the various examinations held
in Mumbai, Pune, Bangalore and other parts of the country,
are requested to send their details in the following proforma
to the Editor, Kanara Saraswat, before 31 August, 2015.
1DPH LQIXOO 
$GGUHVVDQG7HOHSKRQH1R
([DPLQDWLRQSDVVHGDQG%RDUG8QLYHUVLW\
Marks obtained (Please enclose a photocopy of the Marks
6KHHWGXO\HQGRUVHG 
0HULWRU3UL]HVREWDLQHG
Photographs will be accepted only of those students who
obtained 80% and above in SSCE/HSCE/ ICSE/ CBSE, and
above 75% for graduates.

DONATIONS RECEIVED
<ĂŶĂƌĂ ^ĂƌĂƐǁĂƚƐƐŽĐŝĂƟŽŶŝƐŐƌĂƚĞĨƵůƚŽƚŚĞ
ĨŽůůŽǁŝŶŐĚŽŶŽƌƐ͗
ŝƐƚƌĞƐƐZĞůŝĞĨ&ƵŶĚ
Vanita Ashok Balvalli
30,775
(US$ 500)
Monal Bhavanishankar Baindur
10,000
;/ŶŵĞŵŽƌǇŽĨƌŽƚŚĞƌ>ĂƚĞWƌĂŬĂƐŚ'ŽŬĂƌŶͿ
Scholarship Fund
Gokul Manjeshwar
20,000
;/ŶŵĞŵŽƌǇŽĨĨĂƚŚĞƌDƵƌĂůŝĚŚĂƌ
Manjeshwar on his 5th Death Anniversary)
Emergency Medical Fund
Monal Bhavanishankar Baindur
25,000
;/ŶŵĞŵŽƌǇŽĨƌŽƚŚĞƌ>ĂƚĞWƌĂŬĂƐŚ
Nagesh Gokarn)
sĂŶŝƚĂƐŚŽŬĂůǀĂůůŝ͛ƐŽŶĂƟŽŶŵĞŶƟŽŶĞĚĂďŽǀĞ
was received in December 2014. we regret that it
was inadvertently not published.
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Interesting Konkani Words For Vessels & Utensils
Used For Specific Purpose in Good-old Days :
M¡VÝ` C^`H$a, Jmodm
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With best compliments from:

STANDARD GREASES
& SPECIALITIES PVT. LTD.
an ISO 9001 : 2000 Company

Manufacturers of Lubricating Oils, Greases
& Specialities

ROYAL CASTOR PRODUCTS LTD
an ISO 9001 : 2000 Company

Manufacturers /Exporters of Hydrogenated Castor Oil,
12 Hydroxy Stearic Acid

101, Ketan Apartments,
233, R.B. Mehta Marg, Patel Chowk, Ghatkopar (E),
Mumbai - 400 077.
Tel: 25013641-46 Fax: 25010384
Email: standardgroup@standardgreases.co.in
Web: www.standardgreases.co.in
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Here & There
Chennai : The AGM of Shri Chitrapur Math –
Local Sabha & Saraswat Association took place on
26th June. The office bearers – Padbidri Krishnanand
Rao – President (Local Sabha & Saraswat Association), Pradeep Gulwady – Vice President (Local
Sabha & Saraswat Association), Prasad Gulwadi –
Secretary (Saraswat Association), Ramcharan Kapnadak – Secretary (Local Sabha), Kavita Savoor – Joint
Secretary (Local Sabha) & Treasurer - Shivshankar
Savoor. This was followed by lunch.
On 15th June, the Janma Divas of PP Shrimat
Parijnanashram, Shri Guru Pujan was performed
followed by Bhajans. Sadhana Panchakam too was
conducted as per schedule.
Reported by Kavita Savoor
Mumbai – Dadar – Report - Month of May 2015
- Sannikarsh was observed by the laity of Dadar
Sabha at Karla Math on 10th May 2015. Around 20
sadhakas participated. Guru Poojan was performed
by Dr. Chaitanya Gulvady, Mrs. Suman Gulvady and
Mrs. Smeeta Mallapur. Guru Poojan was performed
by 5 sadhakas on the 100th Samaradhana of P.P.
Pandurangashram Swamiji on Tuesday 19.5.15 from
7.00 pm to 8.30 pm at the Mitra Mandal Hall by Mrs.
Shobha Puthli, Geeta Nadkarni, Sona Chandavar,
Sangita Pawar and Shobha Katre. The crowd too
participated by chanting the shlokas alongwith them.
Reported by Mrs. Shobha Puthli

Our Institutions
Saraswat Mahila Samaj, Chennai: A musical
evening of karaoke ‘Ek Shaam Masthani’ was organised by the Mahila Samaj, on Sunday June 14,
2015. 21 members came forward to sing old Hindi
songs, some solo & some duets. The evening was
very well attended. Authentic Gujarati dinner was
served. The venue was done up in keeping with the
theme, with bandhni duppattas & typical Gujarati
decorations. Everybody enjoyed the music & had a
nice relaxed evening.
AGM of Mahila Samaj was held on 20th June;
Shilpa Acharya – President, Dr. Purnima Rao – Vice
President & Preetham Chandavarkar – Secretary
were elected. This was followed by Tea & Snacks.
Reported by Kavita Savoor
Saraswat Mahila Samaj, Gamdevi: On 20th
June 2015, a talk on ‘Health and Longevity’ was
August 2015

organized by Prof (Smt) Sadhana Kamat in Shrimat
Anandashram Hall, Talmakiwadi , as a part of the
Advocate Narendra Kamat Memorial Lecture Series
on behalf of the Saraswat Mahila Samaj. The Chief
Speaker was Dr Premanand S Ramani (Neurologist).
Shri Suresh Hemmady, Chairman SVC Bank Ltd and
President Kanara Saraswat Association presided over
the function. Dr Ramani is a senior Neuro Spinal
Surgeon and presently working at Lilawati Hospital
and Research Centre in Mumbai.
Dr Ramani gave a very informative and engrossing
talk on his chosen topic-interspersed with poems,
humour and an equally interesting audio-visual presentation and kept the audience enthralled.
A detailed report of his talk and this function has
been given by Shri Uday Mankikar in this magazine
on page no 36.
Forthcoming Programme :
Samuhik Gokulashtami Mhantio in the Samaj Hall
on 31st August 2015 at 3.30 pm.
Panchakdai Prasad in memory of Smt Laxmibai
Belthangdi by Samaj and Refreshments sponsored by
Smt Smita Mavinkurve in memory of Smt Sulochana
L. Kati.
Reported by Geeta Suresh Balse

CONGRATULATIONS!
We are glad to announce that on
the occasion of the Foundation Day
Celebrations of the Saraswat Mahila Samaj,
we will be felicitating the seniormost member
of our Samaj,
Smt Manorama
Pandurang Sashital
( n e e Ko p p i ka r )
and beloved
mother of Shri
Dilip Sashital on
her 100th birthday.
The Foundation
Day celebrations will be held in Shrimat
Anandashram Hall, Talmakiwadi on
Saturday 26th September 2015 at 5.00 pm.
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CLASSIFIEDS

and Akshay Krishnanand Bangalorekar at
Mumbai.
ENGAGEMENTS
MARRIAGE
Gulvady - Kalawar: Kedar, son of Ashalata (nee
We congratulate the young couple
1LODYHU  6KLYDUDQMDQ*XOYDG\0XPEDLZLWK$YDQWL
0D\ .HGDU$MLW5DR .RPEUDEDLO ZLWK6XVKPLWD
GDXJKWHU RI 6KHHOD QHH 5DR   3UDYLQ .DODZDU
Satish Khare, at Bhopal.
Thane on Sunday, 12th July , 2015 at Mumbai.
OBITUARIES
We convey our deepest sympathy to the relatives
RIWKHIROORZLQJ
-XQ  U. (Udiaver) B. Vasantkumar (67) at Shirali.
-XQ  Mukta Dinkar Murdeshwar (86) at Mumbai.
-XQ  5DWQDNDU'KDUHVKZDU  DW%DQJDORUH
-XQ  Nirmala Niranjan Arur (87) at Virar East.
-XO  6 X G K D  6 D G D Q D Q G  % D O ZD O O L     D W
Bangalore.
-XO  6XPDQ 'XUJDGDV .DGOH   DW $QGKHUL
(W), Mumbai.
Avantika a daughter, a bundle of joy, born on 6th -XO  0DODWL6DPVL  DW+\GHUDEDG
-XQHDW*RD3DUHQWV$USLWD $QVKXO8OODOJUDQG -XO  $KDO\D +DULVKDQNDU 8GL\DYDU   DW
SDUHQWV'HHSD 8GD\8OODORI%HQJDOXUXDQG*D\DWUL
Hyderabad.
$MLW0DVXUNDURI*RDVHHN\RXUEOHVVLQJV
-XO  6DYLWUL6KLYDQDQG$LGRRU QHH.DOOLDQSXU 
(90) at Mahim, Mumbai.
A son (Ayaansh) to Rashi and Nikhil Honavar at
Kandivili East, Mumbai on 25th May 2015. Grandson to
Pramila (nee Pushpa Kandloor) and Ranjan Prabhakar
Honavar.

Ranjit, son of Smt. Geeta and Shri Shiva Gulvady
engaged to Shruti, daughter of Smt. Vijayalakshmi
and Shri D.V. Shankar on 23rd May, 2015 in
Bengaluru.
BIRTH
A son (Advik) and a daughter (Aakriti) to Aseema
(nee Balwally) and Ameet Nadkarni on Saturday,
6th June 2015, at Bengaluru. Grandchildren to Smt.
Maya and Shri Umeshchandra Balwally, and Late Smt.
Sulekha and Late Shri Sharad Nadkarni.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Harishankar,.HGDUQDWK 9LQDWL8GL\DYDU.VKPD
 $UXQ .LOSDGL DQG $PDUQDWK  $UFKDQD 6DYQDO
whole-heartedly thank relatives and friends for their
comforting words and messages of sympathy upon
the passing away of Smt. Ahalya Harishankar Udiyavar
at Hyderabad on 12th July 2015 and earnestly
request to treat this as a personal acknowledgement.
Ajay Kallianpur, son of Sandhya and Anand U
Kallianpur (Bangalore), and Chaitali Prabhu, daughter
of Vidya and late Tulsidas Prabhu (Bhatkal, NK),
thank all the relatives and friends for their gracious
presence and blessings on the occasion of their
wedding on 11th June 2015 at Bangalore.

DOMESTIC TIDINGS
BIRTHS
:HZHOFRPHWKHIROORZLQJQHZDUULYDOV
0D\ A son (Ayaansh) to Rashi and Nikhil Ranjan
Honavar at Kandivli (East), Mumbai.
0D\ $ GDXJKWHU 1HHYH  WR 6KZHWD 1HH
Kalawar) and Russell Rodrigues at Dubai,
UAE.
-XQ  $VRQ $GYLN DQGDGDXJKWHU $DNULWL WR
Aseema and Ameet Nadkarni at Bengaluru.
-XQ  A son (Atharv) to Pooja (nee Taggarse)
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